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SUMMARY
This report describes the findings of a walker-impact monitoring program that has been
undertaken in the Arthur Ranges during the 20-year period 1994-2014. It also discusses the
relationship of these findings to the management actions that have been implemented and
the recreational changes that have occurred in the Arthur Ranges during the same period.
The monitoring program (part of a wider program that encompasses tracks and major routes
throughout the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area; TWWHA) is unusual in both its
scope and duration, with components monitoring on- and off-track impacts as well as
campsites and visitation. Recreation impact monitoring programs of this scope and length
are rare internationally; one of the reasons there are so few rigorous assessments of the
effectiveness of recreation-management strategies in natural areas.

Traverses of the rugged Arthur Ranges are considered major bushwalking challenges and
have been undertaken regularly since the 1960s. Excluding the lowland approach routes,
the Western Arthur Range traverse track is 37.1 kilometres in length and the Eastern Arthur
Range traverse is 14.5 kilometres in length. The majority of these traverses are classified T3
(PWS 2014), although a section of T2 and T4, and side routes of T4 and Route class, also
exist.
The rugged topography has confined recreational use to narrow corridors throughout much
of the range and, being visitor-created, the route was not sited for long-term stability. A wellworn, visitor-created trampled route, the beginnings of the present problems, existed through
much of the Eastern and Western Arthur Ranges by 1980, and by the late 1980s some
walkers were commenting on track erosion. Limited historic data suggests significant
deterioration had also occurred at major campsites by that time.
The first management measure affecting the Arthur Ranges was the banning of air drops for
bushwalkers in the late 1970s and this was highly successful at reducing litter. The PWS’s
Minimal Impact Bushwalking (MIB) campaign (1985-1994), with associated periodic onground Track Rangers, was also successful, reducing fire use, litter and faecal waste
impacts at campsites.
During the 13 years from 1993 to 2006, substantial works were undertaken in the Arthur
Ranges. In the Arthur Range, terrain and environmental considerations limit options for
relocating impacted sites so a containment approach was considered the most practical
management option for the most impacted areas. Tracks and campsites were hardened or
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stabilised, Priority Erosion Control (PEC) works were carried out in many localities to buy
time until follow-up intensive stabilisation could be undertaken (but this has not occurred),
toilets and (in some cases) water collection systems were installed at major campsites, a
fan-out (dispersal) strategy was promoted on some alpine moorlands, and signage was
installed to inform users about management actions and preferred behaviour.
During the same period, user regulation was also proposed as a tool to manage recreational
impacts (part of a wider proposal for the TWWHA at the time). This precipitated protracted
consultation with recreational stakeholders that was ultimately ineffectual at achieving onground changes in the Arthur Ranges and elsewhere. Other constraints on the ability of
managers to address all recreational impact problems include the rugged nature of the
terrain, limited re-route options and resultant high per metre cost of any works.
Built infrastructure is concentrated near the western end of the Western Arthur Range and in
the Thwaites Plateau-Federation Peak section of the Eastern Arthur Range. In 2014 $ terms,
its construction involved the investment of well over $1.5 million, largely from federal
TWWHA funding.
Despite this investment, 84% of the route through the Western Arthur Range and 70% of the
Eastern Arthur Range (not including the plains approach track sections) remain unimproved
with much of these routes subject to serious and ongoing problems.
The capacity of PWS to maintain the considerable investment in infrastructure (7.9 km of
hardened or stabilised track, a further 2.2 km with some drains and steps, eight hardened
campsites and five toilets) in the Arthur Ranges is also a significant concern. Currently
(2014), more than 1.5 kilometres of track with infrastructure is in sub-optimal condition (880
metres is in “marginal” condition” and 640 metres is in worse condition, being considered
“poor” or “very poor”).

Visitation
Western Arthur Range


Annual visitation to the Western Arthur Range has declined from the highs of the late
1980s and mid-late 1990s (600 walkers/year) but visitation to the Moraine A–Lake
Oberon section of the range is still around 500 walkers/year.



There has been a notable change in walkers’ route intentions during the last 10-15
years, with a greater proportion of walkers intending to visit only the more accessible
western end of the range and a decline in walkers intending to attempt a full traverse of
the range.



While the above change is not quite so dramatic when routes actually followed are
considered, there has been a real decline in visitation to the eastern end of the Western
Arthur Range, beyond Moraine K. Based on a total of 500 walkers/year visiting the
range, current estimates imply some 300 walkers/year continue through the mid-section
of the range (Lk Oberon to Moraine K) but <100 walkers/year continue beyond Moraine
K to Lake Rosanne.



The mean Western Arthurs trip length during recent years was five nights. This
compares to seven nights two decades ago, and is likely a reflection of the above-noted
change in intended itineraries.
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Somewhat less than 2000 walker nights/year were spent in the Western Arthur Range in
recent years.

Eastern Arthur Range


Annual visitation to the Eastern Arthur Range has declined from a high of around 400
walkers/year during the 1990s to an estimated <250 walkers/year more recently.



More than half of all walkers access the range (Federation Peak area) from Farmhouse
Creek. This, combined with the aforementioned decline in overall visitation, probably also
means fewer walkers now traverse the Eastern Arthur Range itself each year than during
the 1990s.

Visitor characteristics
Analysis of 2010-2013 walker registrations to the Arthur Ranges reveals:


Visitation is quite seasonal. January is the peak month (26%) and with 91% occurring
during the December to April period.



41% of walkers were from Tasmania, 55% were from interstate, and 4% were from
overseas.



Mean party size was 2.5 walkers.

Tracks
The characteristics, scale and rate of change of track impacts are influenced by both the
environmental setting (specifically gradient, drainage, and substrate) and usage.
Western Arthur Range
The maximum width prescribed by the relevant track classification is exceeded on more than
a third of the main Western Arthur Range traverse route, and is worst in the mid-section of
the range (Lk Cygnus to Moraine K). Furthermore, in this relatively-unimproved section of
the range, overall track width has increased significantly since 2007 (the proportion
exceeding the maximum width prescribed by the track class has increased from 26% to
39%).
Based on track Typing (Dixon et al 2004), up to 56% of the
unimproved sections of the main traverse route are highly
susceptible to erosion. Many sites are highly eroded
already. Serious erosion (depth >25cm) already occurs on
21% to 24% of the more-trafficked Moraine A to K part of
the Western Arthur Range but only 10% of the Moraine K
to Lake Rosanne section.
At the fixed clustered transect monitoring sites, there has
been an mean increase in all impact monitoring parameters
for all track Types in the Western Arthur Range over the
twenty year monitoring period (1994-2014). Mean depth
increases of the order of 50-100% have occurred since
1994. Mean width increases have been greatest in the lowuse Moraine K - Lake Rosanne section of Western Arthur
Range; up to around 40% since 1994.
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Dramatic and apparently active deterioration has occurred in many areas, notably various
steep sections between Mt Pegasus and Haven Lake and in some alpine moorland areas. At
such sites this is associated directly with trampling, water flow being a supplementary factor
at least in the range proper.
Within the lower-use Moraine K to Lake Rosanne section of the range, while active
deterioration is occurring, track conditions generally display notably less current impacts
than the Moraine A-K section. The greatest 1994-2014 deterioration has been recorded at
sites on the Phoenix traverse (alpine) and the Lake Rosanne track.
Rates of change in the Moraine K to Lake Rosanne section of the range are broadly similar
to those in the Moraine A to K section. Hence rates of change are proportionally greater
(relative to current values) in the less impacted, less trafficked part of the range. This
observation is consistent with the widely-recognised curvilinear relationship between usage
and impacts, low usage typically causing relatively high levels of impact.
While not the subject of quantitative monitoring, significant erosion exists on some low class
(T4) side routes (e.g. Mts Sirius and Orion).
Eastern Arthur Range
Extensive track hardening (totalling 3 km, plus 1.2 km of PEC) was undertaken in the
Eastern Arthur Range during 1994 - 2002. This has increased the relative proportion of
robust terrain in the range subject to trampling. Much of main route traversing the Eastern
Arthurs is now quite resilient. However, ongoing deterioration is occurring on Moss Ridge,
mid Luckmans Lead, and probably on the steep slope above Bechervaise Plateau.
Pad development and broad-scale trampling
The extent of pad (incipient track) development on most Route-classified side routes is
generally considered acceptable, either because it occupies <25% of the extent of the
relevant route or because the current levels of impact are due to past heavier use and
erosion (as is the case on Moraine E and the Lk Fortuna access tracks, for example).
Nevertheless, increased pad development has occurred on some side routes (e.g. Procyon
Pk in the late 1990s, and the upper Seven Mile Creek access to Moraine K more recently).
During the 1990s, a fan-out strategy was promoted at a number of alpine moorland localities
in the Arthur Ranges, the aim being to disperse walker trampling and so minimise the
locations where trampling thresholds might be
exceeded. In most instances, the primary intent
of this approach was to minimise the ongoing
impacts until more intensive hardening works
could be carried out. At some sites, this was
unsuccessful even in the short term and the
fan-out strategy was soon abandoned in favour
of expediting the hardening of a preferred route.
However, a fan-out strategy has proven and
remains successful at Goon Moor and the sideroute to Thwaites Plateau campsite, perhaps
partly thanks to the decline in use of the
Eastern Arthur Range in the last decade or so.
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Construction of camping platforms and hardened access tracks at major camping areas has
generally resulted in a reduction in the extent of broad scale trampling in the vicinity of these
campsites (e.g. Lk Oberon, Hanging Lk), although a remnant pad network remains in many
cases (e.g. High Moor).

Campsites
In the Western Arthur Range, the late 1990s saw hardening of many popular campsites but
also notable deterioration of some unimproved campsites, most within the Moraine A to K
section of the range (e.g. Square Lk, High Moor, Lk Rosanne). Post-2000 campsite
deterioration has also occurred, but mostly on unimproved sites within the low use Moraine
K to Lake Rosanne part of the range. Some new campsites have also appeared in this part
of the range.
Hardening of campsites in the Eastern Arthur Range, all completed by the early 2000s, has
reduced the number of very seriously impacted camp sites (because tent platforms were
constructed over them in many cases). There has been a concomitant reduction in the
proportion of moderately-impacted sites, probably due to slow recovery of disused sites with
the capacity to recover and perhaps also due to reduced use of the range itself.
The construction of tent platforms at many
major alpine campsites, mostly during the
1990s, has successfully focussed camping
pressure and so constrained or limited impacts.
These sites have become de facto designated
campsites (helped by the fact that they were
mostly located on pre-existing degraded sites
and hence where walkers traditionally chose to
camp).
Revegetation of closed or disused alpine campsites in the Arthur Ranges has been very
slow.


Campsites with some ongoing use since “closure” (e.g. Lk Cygnus), which were
previously seriously eroded with little remnant soil (e.g. Lower Goon Moor), or which
while retaining full organol cover had become completely bare (e.g. sites at Lk Oberon
and Haven Lk) have displayed only minor revegetation after some twenty years (and
most of this has not commenced until relatively recently).



Degrading sites which were caught early enough and so retained organic soil and at
least a patchy vegetation cover when they were closed have fared better. Even so,
improvement has been relatively minor after more than ten years at sites at Upper
Bechervaise Plateau and High Moor. Sites at Upper Goon Moor and the less-impacted
Hanging Lake sites have displayed significant revegetation (small cushions, sedges,
grass and graminoids) over 15+ years.



Attempts at assisted revegetation by the laying jute matting appears to have slightly
improved outcomes, at least where the disturbed area was smaller (e.g. Lk Oberon and
Haven Lk vs Upper Goon Moor).
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Conclusion
A range of management actions have been implemented in the Arthur Ranges from 1993 to
2006 (campsite hardening, track hardening, rerouting, stop-gap Priority Erosion Control
measures, information and educational signage, toilets, fan-out promotion, etc.) and most
have been moderately and in some cases highly successful. Notwithstanding this success,
these measures fell far short of what was necessary to stabilise impacts (particularly track
impacts) throughout the ranges. The refocussing of agency budget priorities since the early
2000s has stalled efforts to achieve sustainable management of the Arthur Ranges.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The Arthur Ranges
The rugged, 24 kilometre long Western Arthur Range trends northwest-southeast in the
heart of the Southwest National Park. To the immediate south, separated by the forested
Glovers Pass, the similarly-rugged, 9 kilometre long Eastern Arthur Range trends northsouth. Federation Peak (1225m) is the most prominent peak in the Arthur Ranges and
one of the best-known wilderness destinations in Australia.

The Arthur Ranges are widely-known and respected by recreational bushwalkers, as
exemplified by the following quotes from Chapman’s (2008) guidebook:
(The Western Arthurs traverse) is the most spectacular walk in South-West Tasmania. ...
The jagged peaks promise exciting walking as the route follows the skyline.
and;
… the spectacular spire of Federation Peak … with its sharp profile, is the major goal for
many bushwalkers.
Federation Peak was not climbed until 1949, following
several exploratory trips, and the first traverse of the
Western Arthur Range was only undertaken in 1960 (and
was considered an extremely challenging trip; Davis 1963).
The Arthur Range was quite remote in those days (literally
trackless wilderness) and these early trips were major
expeditions. However, the construction of the Scotts Peak
Road (with the creation of the Huon - Serpentine
impoundment) during the late 1960s - early 1970s and of
forestry roads in the Picton valley during the 1970s greatly
reduced the remoteness of this part of Tasmania and so
facilitated ready access to the Arthur Ranges. Published
route guides (from the Hobart Walking Club notes of the
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early 1970s through the Chapman guidebook series from 1980), the development of tracks
(due largely to evolution from walker trampling) and the provision of public transport to the
Scotts Peak road head (from the late 1980s) further eased the difficulties of access to and
route finding in the Arthur Ranges. As a consequence, the Arthur Range experience has
changed drastically from the early days (see later, and Dixon 1989), with a probably-related
change in the type and number of walkers (Dixon 1989, DPWH 1991).
The rugged topography has confined recreational use to narrow corridors throughout much
of the range and, being visitor-created, the route was not sited for long-term stability. A wellworn, trampled route, the beginnings of the present problems, existed through much of the
Eastern and Western Arthur Ranges by 1980 (Kirkpatrick 1980, various pers. comms. and
observations by the author). By the late 1980s, walker observations indicated some areas
were “breaking up” (P. Franklin, pers. comm.,
describing track erosion above Lk Cygnus). Erosion
and environmental degradation problems were
extensive by the 1990s, and extreme in some areas;
for example, “peat erosion on Luckmans Lead is
shoulder deep in places; campsites are eroded to
rubble; (and) in the Tilted Chasm, tonnes of rock
and soil have been displaced...” (PWS 1994). The
problem was also quite apparent to walkers; 86% of
walkers in the Arthurs surveyed during 1990-92
described the tracks as either “deteriorating” or
“heavily damaged”.
The Western Arthur Range is accessed from the Port Davey or Arthur Plains (Mckays)
Tracks, usually via one of the prominent so-called “moraine” ridges descending to the Arthur
Plains, with Moraine A the most popular.
Most early walking trips accessed the Eastern Arthur Range and/or Federation Peak area
via the Huon Track and/or the Picton Range. However, the southward extension of forestry
roads in the Picton valley during the 1970s facilitated access from Farmhouse Creek (via a
track originally cut by walkers to access the Mt Bobs area), now the shortest access route to
Federation Peak. Nevertheless, many parties visiting the Federation Peak area approach
and return via the Eastern Arthur Range to the north, probably due to both the scenic nature
of this approach and the relative ease of arranging transport to the Scotts Peak road head.
All of the original walking routes in the Arthur Ranges were visitor-created and not located
with any concern for their environmental impact or long-term management; they were simply
the easiest or most direct route to a particular destination for the early walkers. Given that
the Arthur Ranges contain examples of the worst possible terrain for track maintenance or
construction in western Tasmania (steep slopes, sensitive alpine vegetation, erodible soils
and a humid climate) it is not surprising that ongoing walker visitation has resulted in the
serious problems now observed.
Excluding the lowland approach routes, the Western Arthur Range traverse track is 37.1
kilometres in length, with 23.6 kilometres of this comprising the main T2 and T3 (PWS 2014)
traverse route from Moraine A to K. The T3 track through the Eastern Arthur Range (Pass
Creek to Cutting Camp) is 14.5 kilometres in length.
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Natural values and issues
Aspects of the landscape, vegetation and fauna of the Arthur Ranges make a significant
contribution to the World Heritage values of the TWWHA (Smith and Banks 1993,
Sharples 2003, Balmer et al 2004).
The topography of the Arthur Ranges is rugged and dramatic, with many summits
exceeding 1000 metres elevation. The landscape includes both very steep slopes (with
many cliffs and bluffs) and alpine moorlands, and many glacial lakes.
The ranges are composed almost exclusively of
multiply-deformed Precambrian quartzite and
quartz schist, with local occurrences of Pleistocene
slope deposits and moraine material. Precambrian
phyllites and schists underlie the adjacent valleys.
Soils are mostly organosols (peat), up to 30 cm
deep on the lower slopes but generally much
shallower in alpine areas. These tend to be poorly
drained on many alpine moorlands (e.g.
Bechervaise Plateau, High Moor). However, in
some areas (e.g. Mt Capricorn, Moss Ridge,
above Bechervaise Plateau) well-drained fibrous peat up to 50 cm deep occurs. Subsoils, where they exist, tend to be sandy or gravelly, often with a high proportion of
coarse fragments. Soils are moderately to highly erodible, even by western Tasmanian
standards, and, once disturbed, are very vulnerable given the steep topography and
humid climate. The organic soils, being often non-cohesive and only bound by fine roots,
can be very susceptible to physical damage such as trampling.
Alpine heath and alpine scrub vegetation
predominate above 800 metres, which includes
much of the area accessed by walkers.
Fjaeldmark vegetation (see photo, right) occurs
locally on exposed ridge crests. Elsewhere
buttongrass heath is widespread. All these
communities are readily damaged by trampling
impacts (see below). Scrub, wet forest and
patches of rainforest occur on the lower slopes
and in less exposed areas, and these are
generally more robust to trampling impacts.
Lightning-initiated wildfires burnt into parts of the
Western Arthur Range during both 2007 and 2013.
The fires have affected the lower parts of all the
main access routes (Moraines A and K, and Lake
Rosanne) and burnt into the alpine zone near Mt
Hesperus. Significant loss of vegetation and
organosols is evident in some areas.
The freshwater fauna of the lakes and tarns in the
Arthur Ranges (and the TWWHA generally)
possess a number of unique elements, including
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aspects of the microfauna and crustaceans. Lake Oberon is a refuge for the survival of
the endemic Pedder galaxiid fish.
Much of the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area (TWWHA) is moderately to
highly susceptible to trampling damage owing to the region’s high rainfall and the
prevalence of steep slopes, fragile vegetation and
poorly-drained soils (Dixon et al 2004), and the Arthur
Ranges have all these factors.
The vegetation and soils in the area are exemplified
by the experimental trampling trial sites in the
northwestern Western Arthurs. These trials indicated
that pads can start to form with as few as 30
tramplings per year, and that substantial damage can
occur after 100 tramplings (Whinam and Chilcott
2003). Whilst these results are not directly relevant to
impacts on formed tracks, they do indicate the sort of
usage that can cause existing pads to deteriorate into
tracks.
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2.

USE and VISITATION HISTORY

Access routes and data sources
Virtually all walkers visiting the Western Arthur Range access the range from the Scotts
Peak Road (Huon campground), via McKays Track to Junction Creek. They can then access
the range directly via Moraine A (or, rarely, E), or follow the Arthur Plains Track to access
Moraine K or the Lake Rosanne Track. The Eastern Arthur Range is also accessed from the
Scotts Peak Road, via the Arthur Plains and Cracroft Crossing. However, this range can also
be reached via the Farmhouse Creek Track from the Picton valley or via the Huon Track.
Some more remote access routes (e.g. Old River) are also utilised, but very rarely.
Information from walker logbooks provides the only even vaguely consistent source of long
term information concerning visitation to the Arthur Ranges. Logbooks have been in place on
or at the start of all the above access routes since at least the 1980s (although their actual
location has varied due to changes in road access and track routing). Prior to then, logbooks
existed at the former Junction Creek and Cracroft Crossing shelters for many years.
Undoubtedly, not all walkers register their intentions in these logbooks, but walkers
embarking on longer trips, which includes all trips to the Arthurs, are perhaps more likely to
enter their intentions in a logbook and there is some evidence to support this view. At
Farmhouse Creek, 1990s pressure counter data correlated well with logbook entries. At
Scotts Peak, surveys by Rundle (2002) indicated >90% registration compliance.
Nevertheless, while logbook data provides a useful first approximation of visitation to the
Arthur Ranges, it is based on intentions and actual visitation and routes may vary.

Total intended visitation
Western Arthur Range
The following chart (p. 11) summarises total intended visitation to all parts of the Western
Arthur Range over more than 40 years. Logbook data analysis was undertaken consistently
for some 15 years until 2006 but has been sporadic since. Data prior to the early 1990s may
be less reliable.
The following chart (p. 12) indicates:


There was a dramatic increase in visitation to the Western Arthur Range during the
late 1980s.



Peak visitation occurred during the late 1990s, although it was also high around
1990-91, >600 walkers/year in both cases.



Data for 2010-14 is incomplete (Scotts Pk logbook only, although this is by far the
most common access point) but indicates a possible further decline in use during the
last 5-10 years. Nevertheless, total visitation is still probably around 500
walkers/year.
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Totals include
e those walkerrs who intende
ed to visit both
h Western and
d Eastern Arth
hur Ranges.
Data derived from logbook registrations of
o walkers’ inte
entions.
2010-14 data is from Scottss Pk (Huon ca
ampground) lo
ogbook only, so
o is a conserv
vative estimate
e of total
visitor intentio
ons.
1960s estimate has been derived
d
from bushwalking lite
erature from th
hat period.

Eastern
n Arthur Ran
nge
The cha
art below su
ummarises total intended visitation
n to all parts
s of the Easstern Arthurr
Range. Logbook data analysiss was unde
ertaken conssistently forr 13 years until
u
2006 bu
ut has
been sp
poradic sincce.
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Arthur Range chart notes:

e those walkerrs who intende
ed to visit both
h Eastern and Western Arth
hur Ranges.
Totals include

Data derived from logbook registrations of
o walkers’ inte
entions.

um estimate.
2010-12 data is preliminaryy and a minimu

d
from bushwalking lite
erature from th
hat period.
1960s estimate has been derived

The abo
ove chart (p
p. 12) indica
ates:


There was a dramatic increase in
n visitation to
o the Easte
ern Arthur Range
R
betwe
een the
mid-1970s and mid-19
980s.



Visitation th
hrough the 1990s and early 2000ss more or le
ess plateaue
ed, with 3-4
400
walkers inte
ending to viisit the rang
ge each yea
ar.



Limited datta suggests there has been
b
a redu
uction in vissitation durin
ng the last 8-10
8
years, more
e so than fo
or the Weste
ern Arthurs (see previo
ously), with current estiimated
numbers <2
250 walkerss/year.

Walker intention
ns
Western
rn Arthur Ra
ange
The sch
hematic diagram on pa
age 6 illustra
ates the varrious route options
o
with
hin and app
proach
routes tto the Arthu
ur Ranges. Walker
W
registration datta can be us
sed to indiccate the prop
portions
of visito
ors choosing
g the differe
ent major ro
outes in the Western Arrthur Range
e at various times
during tthe last twenty years.
In interp
preting the following
f
ch
hart, it should be noted
d that most walkers
w
planning to tra
averse
from eitther Moraine A to K or the through
h the full ran
nge would also
a
traverse the sectio
on(s) to
the wesst. So, in 20
011-12 for example,
e
10
00% of walkkers intende
ed to travers
se part of th
he
western
n end of the
e range (Mo
oraine A-Lk Oberon), 52
2% of walke
ers intended
d to traverse the
mid-secction of the range (Morraine A-K) and
a only 14%
% of walkerrs intended to traverse the
eastern
n end of the range.



Data analysiss is generally for
f walking sea
ason (Novemb
ber-April) onlyy.
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The above chart (p.13) indicates:


There has been a notable change in walkers’ Western Arthurs route intentions during
the last 15-20 years.



Since the late 1990s, a greater proportion of walkers intended to only visit the more
accessible western end of the range (Moraine A to Lake Cygnus or maybe as far as
Lake Oberon). In recent years, almost half of all walkers only intended to visit this
part of the range.



There has been a dramatic decline (from 30-40% to 14-18%) in walkers intending to
attempt the full traverse of the range during the last ten years or so (and a
concomitant increase in those attempting the shorter Moraine A to K traverse option),



The above probably implies a reduction in use of the eastern end of the range
(beyond Moraine K) during the last 10 years and a possible relative increase in use
of the western end of the range. However, as noted below, this does not necessarily
mean there has been a quite so dramatic reduction in the number of walkers actually
visiting the remote eastern end of the range because the use implications of the
proportional changes in walkers’ intentions are not fully reflected in where they
actually walk (see discussion below regarding actual visitation).

An analysis undertaken for January 2004 data indicated:


A median of 7 walkers per day departed Scotts Peak (Huon campground) for the
Western Arthur Range.



On any given day during January 2004, there were 50-100 walkers somewhere in the
Western Arthur Range, with the greatest concentration during the first half of January
(and with a second peak around the Australia Day long weekend).

Based on intended itineraries, Dixon (1995) estimated that 2300-2900 walker nights/year
were spent in the area by walkers visiting the Western Arthur Range during 1992-94
(suggesting perhaps >2000 walker nights/year spent in the Range itself). Mean trip length at
this time was 7 nights.
During 2010-12, the annual total nights spent in the area by all walkers intending to visit the
Western Arthurs was somewhat less: 2100-2300 (and so likely well under 2000 walker
nights/year in the range itself). This is due to a combination of somewhat less annual
visitation during 2010-12 compared to the early 1990s but also a change in itineraries. The
latter is reflected in the mean Western Arthurs trip length during 2010-12 being 5 nights,
compared to the 7 nights two decades before.
Eastern Arthur Range
As above, walker registration data can be used to indicate the proportions of visitors
choosing the different approach routes to the Eastern Arthur Range.
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1993-95 figures estima
ated from data
a compiled by Dixon (1995),, 2010-12 figures calculated
d from logbookk
registratio
ons.

While ccomparison of the two samples
s
in the above chart
c
is not definitive, there has prrobably
been a reduction in
n the relativve popularityy of the long
g approach from Scotts Peak as an
a
access route to the
e Eastern Arthurs
A
since
e the early 1990s,
1
with a concomitant increasse in the
relative popularity of the Farm
mhouse Cree
ek approacch route. Due to the detteriorating
conditio
on of the Fa
armhouse Creek
C
accesss road (in 2014),
2
this may
m change
e in the future.
Furtherrmore, addittional data analysis
a
ind
dicates the majority
m
(70
0% in 1993--95, 56% in 201012) of w
walkers acce
essing the range
r
from Farmhouse
e Creek retu
urn there, and so proba
ably do
not travverse the Ea
astern Arthu
ur Range, with
w the Fed
deration Pea
ak area bein
ng the focuss of
their inttentions.
As onlyy walkers acccessing or egressing the
t range frrom/to the north
n
(i.e. Sccotts Peak of
o Huon
Track) w
would trave
erse the Easstern Arthurr Range, the
e changes in access ro
oute proporttions
above combined
c
with
w an overrall reduction in total vissitation during the last 10 years (ssee
previously) likely means
m
there
e has been a decline in
n walkers tra
aversing the
e Eastern Arthur
A
Range.

Actuall visitation
n
The datta discussed in the pre
evious sectio
ons consists of walker intentions, as entered in
various logbooks usually
u
at th
he beginning
g of their trips. For variious reason
ns, including
g bad
weather or the plan
nned trip prroving more
e challenging than expe
ected, walke
ers' plans may
m
alter du
uring their trrip. Anecdottal and obse
ervational evidence
e
suggests som
me parties may
m
make it no further than
t
the foo
ot of the Ra
anges. Partie
es originally
y bound for the Federa
ation
Peak arrea may turrn back from
m Stuart Sad
ddle or Goo
on Moor. Pa
arties with aspirations
a
t
to
traverse
e the Weste
ern Arthurs may retreatt from Lake
e Cygnus orr Lake Oberron. Hence neither
the actu
ual numbers
s nor geogrraphic patte
erns of visita
ation to the Arthur Rang
ges can be reliably
deduce
ed from logb
book intentio
ons data alo
one. Howevver, despite limited add
ditional sourrces of
informa
ation, some indication of
o actual vissitation can be determin
ned.
Western
rn Arthur Ra
ange
Track R
Ranger obse
ervations in the Western Arthur Ra
ange during
g the early 1990s
1
(T. Mead,
M
pers. co
omm.) indiccated that pe
erhaps 60%
% of walkerss who set ou
ut intent on a full traverse of
the Ran
nge made itt no further than Lake Oberon
O
(due
e to weathe
er factors, or
o a realisatiion that
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the traverse is more challenging than they expected), that perhaps 25% make it through to
Moraine K and only the remaining 15% or less complete the traverse to Lake Rosanne. On
the basis of 5-600 walkers/year visiting the range (the estimate in the early 1990s; see
previously), this would mean only 200-240 walkers traversed the mid-section (Lk OberonMoraine K) annually during the early 1990s and as few as 75 walkers/year visited the
eastern end of the range.
Rundle (2002) instituted various changes to data collection procedures (including the
addition of a “where did you actually walk” column to logbooks which allowed actual walker
itineraries to be interpreted with more confidence and walker passes for various route
segments calculated. However, none of these detailed analyses have been undertaken
during the last ten years.
Rundle’s analysis of 1998-2001 data indicate that about half of all walkers visiting the
Western Arthur Range (about 300 passes/year) actually traversed the mid-section of the
range (Lk Oberon-Moraine K) and that slightly more than a quarter traversed beyond
Moraine K to Lake Rosanne (around 175 passes/year). Most of these passes would be oneway traffic (i.e. few individual walkers would double back here). Her schematic for the 200001 season is shown below.

Basic analysis of logbook data from 2011-12 (including the “actual” column, as above) by
Noble (2012) indicates that 35% of parties visited only the Lake Cygnus-Oberon area, 45%
of parties traversed as far as Moraine K, and that only about 20% of parties completed a full
traverse of the Western Arthur Range. Furthermore, of those parties intending to undertake
a full traverse of the Western Arthurs, only about a quarter were successful, although almost
half did make it as far as Moraine K (i.e. completed the Moraine A to K route). This
proportion of parties traversing the mid-section of the range is similar to that derived from
Rundle’s analysis some 12 years previously, but the proportion of parties traversing beyond
Moraine K is somewhat less than that calculated in 1998-2001. This real decline is
consistent with (but less than) the dramatic decline in the number of walkers intending to
traverse beyond Moraine K also noted in the last 10-15 years (see previously).
Over the full 2011-12 season, the aforementioned actual proportions translate to maybe 300
walkers traversing the mid-section of the range (Lk Oberon-Moraine K) but <100 walkers
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visiting the eastern end of the range beyond Moraine K (to Lake Rosanne). The former is
similar to estimates based on Rundle’s (2002) turn-of-the-century data whereas the latter
implies a reduction of some 40%. This is consistent with, but slightly less than, the changes
noted in walker intentions for the same period.
Eastern Arthur Range
Analyses by Dixon (1995) suggested that 220-250 walkers/year actually visited the Thwaites
Plateau - Hanging Lake area during 1993-95 (compare this to the almost 400 walkers who
intended to visit any part of the Eastern Arthur Range during those years; see previously).
Rundle (2002) calculated that, during 1998-2001, there were more than 300 passes/year on
both the Eastern Arthur Range and Moss Ridge (the two access routes to Federation Pk),
although this includes some walkers who double back.
The combination of a reduction in total visitation in recent years plus an apparent change in
intended itineraries in favour of in/out walks from Farmhouse Creek probably means that,
while traffic on the Moss Ridge access route may remain >250 passes/year, the Eastern
Arthur Range north of Thwaites Plateau may see fewer than 200 passes. This is a significant
reduction from some 15 years ago (see figure above).

Visitor characteristics
Analysis of walker registration data from the Scotts Peak logbook for all walkers intending to
visit the Arthur Ranges during the 2010-2013 period indicates that:


41% of walkers (and 42% of parties) were from Tasmania, 55% of walkers (52% of
parties) were from interstate, and 4% of walkers (6% of parties) were from overseas.



Average number of walkers in a party was 2.5 walkers, with average mainland
parties slightly larger (2.6 walkers) and average overseas parties smaller (1.9).



Larger parties do visit the Arthur Ranges; Tasmanian parties of 8-10 walkers and a
mainland party of 16 have been recorded (the latter the maximum registered group
size).



The average length of walks planned by mainland and overseas walkers (6 nights)
was longer than that intended by Tasmanian parties (4 nights).




77% of all intended walks were 7 nights or less.
Considering only the Western Arthur Range destinations, the mean trip length was 5
nights.
Visitation is quite seasonal. The peak month for visitation is January (26% of total
visitation during 2010-13), followed by February (22%), and with 91% of visitation
occurring during the December to April period.



A preliminary analysis of registration data from the Farmhouse Creek logbook data for
walkers visiting the Eastern Arthur Range indicates a slightly higher proportion of Tasmanian
walkers (52%) compared to mainland walkers (44%) utilising this route.
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3.

WALKER IMPACTS and MANAGEMENT

The first management measure affecting the Arthur Ranges was the banning of air drops (of
food and other supplies for bushwalkers) in the late 1970s. This was highly successful in
reducing litter at campsites. The banning of campfires (through declaration of a Fuel Stove
Only Area) in the late 1980s, and a campaign promoting Minimal Impact Bushwalking (MIB)
from that time until the mid-1990s was also highly successful, reducing fire use, litter and
faecal waste impacts at campsites, at least in the short term (some campfire use has again
been noted in the 2000s; see p. 44). The periodic presence of on-ground Track Rangers
during the MIB campaign was a major factor contributing to its success (O’Loughlin 1997).
Walking tracks are generally subject to ongoing physical deterioration unless they are
designed sustainably (which generally requires low gradients, with trails are more closely
aligned to contours rather than fall lines) or are located on self-maintaining substrates that
resist erosion (Leung and Marion 2000); otherwise artificial stabilisation or ‘hardening’ is
required to avoid deterioration. The deterioration of unimproved walking tracks poses a
serious management problem in many natural areas worldwide (e.g. Leung and Marion
2000). In addition to environmental impacts, gullying, track widening, quagmire development
and track braiding or duplication can adversely affect the recreational experience of walkers
(Lynn and Brown 2003) and are generally contrary to reserve management objectives.
The problems of track development and deterioration in the Arthur Ranges, associated
environmental impacts, and the issues involved in addressing these problems, have been
noted and described over many years (e.g. Kirkpatrick 1980; Dixon 1989, 1990, 1995; Mead
1991, 1993; Beedham 1994; PWS 1994; BATR 2004). As elsewhere in the TWWHA,
particularly at higher altitudes, this has negatively affected some of the area’s significant
values, such as aesthetic naturalness and vegetation of Gondwanan origin.
The need to manage the impacts of bushwalking led to the
development of the Walking Track Management Strategy for
the TWWHA (PWS 1994) and subsequent more detailed track
management plan for the Arthur Ranges (Dixon 1995). In
general, terrain and environmental considerations limit options
for relocating impacted sites so a containment approach was
considered the most practical management option for the most
impacted areas. The Strategy was successful in delivering onground works (track work, erosion control, campsite
stabilisation, etc.) and establishing an impact monitoring
program (Dixon et al 2004). Dixon (1995) estimated around $2
million was required for the Western Arthurs and up to $1
million for the Eastern Arthurs in order to sustainably manage
the ranges into the future. While a considerable investment was made (see p. 18), not all
recommended works were completed.
The Strategy also recommended the introduction of a permit system to monitor and, where
necessary, regulate use. This mechanism was opposed by Tasmanian walking organisations
and many others due to concerns over its cost, effectiveness and the imposition it posed on
walkers’ traditional freedom to walk in the TWWHA. To address these concerns, the Minister
established the Track Assessment Group (TAG), a largely-stakeholder group. TAG was
given the task of developing a solution to the environmental impact problem that was
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workable, cost-effective, environmentally-effective and was supported by walkers. Following
public comment, TAG developed a Limits of Acceptable Change (LAC) planning approach
but this was not implemented. TAG’s final report (TAG 2001) provided the foundation for the
commencement of the next phase; the implementation of a LAC-based Bushwalking and
Track Review (BATR). PWS implemented part of the works recommendations for the
Western Arthur’s pilot area (BATR 2004) during the 2005/06 financial year, but lack of
resources and a refocus of agency budget priorities have provided little opportunity for much
active management since 2006.
Despite some decline in visitation in recent years (see p. 15-16), use of the Western Arthur
Range remains up to 2-3 times what was estimated as possibly being environmentallysustainable by Dixon (1995). Visitation to the Eastern Arthur Range may now be closer to
Dixon’s (1995) sustainable estimate, but use of the Moss Ridge access remains higher as is
evident by continued deterioration of that route.

Track and campsite infrastructure
Figure 1: Location of track and campsite infrastructure in the Arthur Ranges

More money has been spent on mitigating walker impacts than on any other form of impact
in the TWWHA (Dixon et al 2004), and works in the Arthur Ranges have been an important
part of this. During the 13 years from 1993 to 2006, considerable works were undertaken in
the Arthur Ranges to harden or stabilise tracks and campsites (see Figure 1 and Table 1).
The resultant infrastructure is concentrated near the western end of the Western Arthur
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Range and in the Thwaites Plateau-Federation Peak section of the Eastern Arthur Range
(see Figure 1 and Appendix 7). In 2014 $ terms, its construction involved the investment of
well over $1.5 million (perhaps >$2 million), largely from federal TWWHA funding.
Despite this investment, 84% of the route through the Western Arthur Range and 70% of the
Eastern Arthur Range (not including the plains approach track sections) remain unimproved
with much of these routes subject to ongoing problems, as described elsewhere in this
report.
Table 1: History of track repair and infrastructure construction in the Arthur Ranges
Season

Works undertaken

1993/94

Priority Erosion Control (PEC) at and above Thwaites Plateau.
PEC on descent to Hanging Lake.
Establishment of fan-out areas at Thwaites Plateau and Goon Moor.
PEC on parts of Southern Traverse.

1994/95

PEC on lower Luckmans Lead.
Closure of track duplications above Bechervaise Plateau.
Establishment of fan-out sites below Mt Hesperus & at Lk Oberon.
Commenced installation of tent platforms and fly-out toilet at Lake Oberon.
Commenced installation of tent platforms and fly-out toilet at Lake Cygnus.

1995/96

Installation of tent platforms, water collector and tank at new Goon Moor rainforest
campsite.
Closure and partial rehabilitation of old degraded Goon Moor campsites.
PEC on upper Luckmans Lead.
Construction of major reroute (benched & paved) in Lk Cygnus basin.
Completion of hardening of Lks Cygnus and Oberon campsites.
PEC and paving on Lk Oberon campsite access.

1996/97

Further PEC and planking/paving on upper Luckmans Lead.
Additional closure of track duplications above Bechervaise Plateau.
Stabilisation/hardening of decent to Lk Oberon (stonework, elevated boardwalk &
PEC).

1997/98

Hardening (planking) and further PEC on Hanging Lake track.
Commenced installation of tent platforms and toilet at Hanging Lake.
PEC above Bechervaise Plateau.
Closure and PEC on duplicated track on upper Moraine K.
Establishment of fan-out area at Lake Sirona moor.
Installation of fly-out toilets at High Moor and Haven Lake.

1998/99

Extensive planking at and above Thwaites Plateau (& hence closure of fan-out
areas).
Additional PEC on Southern Traverse.
Completed hardening of Hanging Lake campsite.
PEC on lower part of ascent of Mt Pegasus.
Stabilisation of short section below Crags of Andromeda.
PEC (water-bars & steps) on ascent from Haven Lake.
Closure and rehabilitation of ridge-top campsite above Haven Lake.
Installation of camping platforms at Haven Lake.
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Season

Works undertaken

1999/00

Completion of Thwaites Plateau planking.
PEC, rerouting and stairs below The Needles.
Installation of tent platforms and water collector and tank at Stuart Saddle.
Installation of tent platforms at Bechervaise Plateau.
PEC on slopes below Mt Hesperus.
Planking of Hesperus fan-out site.

2000/01

Extensive paving and stone steps between Goon Moor and Gables.
PEC on sidle of Dorado Pk.
Planking and paving on approach to High Moor.

2001/02

Installation of camping platforms, with access boardwalk/planking and stone steps,
and relocated toilet at High Moor.

2002 - 2004

No work.

2004/05

Extensive paving and reroute at Lake Sirona moor (& hence closure of fan-out area).
Stabilisation of part of Lake Sirona descent.

2005/06

Rock paving and planking on Hesperus plateau.

2006 - 2012
2012/13

No work.
Installation of replacement toilet at Lk Cygnus.

Western Arthurs infrastructure inventory, 2014










Four hardened campsites (with a total 13
platforms of various sizes)
Four fly-out toilets
240 metres planking
210 metres boardwalk
150 metres of benching
175 metres of gravel surfacing
4070 metres stone pitching and paving (most on
Hesperus plateau, in the Lks Cygnus and
Oberon basins and on Lk Sirona moor)
1050 metres of track subject to Priority Erosion
Control (PEC*, mostly water-bars & scattered
steps).

Eastern Arthurs infrastructure inventory, 2014







Four hardened campsites (a total 12 platforms of
various sizes)
One toilet (Hanging Lake)
Two water collectors & tanks (Stuart Saddle &
Goon Moor)
1400 metres planking (most on and above
Thwaites Plateau)
45 metres boardwalk
1600 metres stone pitching and paving (most
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between Goon Moor and The Gables)
1160 metres of track subject to PEC.

*PEC (Priority Erosion Control; PWS 1994) refers to works whose primary aim was to substantially
retard active track degradation, at minimum expenditure of time and resources; the aim, in
essence was to buy time. It generally involved the installation of side drains, water-deflection bars
and steps. While much of the PEC undertaken in the Arthur Ranges was more akin to intensive
stabilisation than originally envisaged, in most instances of PEC later more intensive follow-up
works were envisaged but have not been undertaken.

Monitoring the condition of infrastructure is not a primary focus of the program described
herein, the focus of which is unimproved tracks. However, the spatial data capture exercise
undertaken in 2007 and 2014 did obtain basic condition information.


Within the almost 5,900 metres of track that has been hardened or stabilised in the
Western Arthur Range, 430 meters is now (2014) considered in “marginal” condition
and 380 metres is in “poor” or “very poor” condition. Most of this comprises track
sections where water-bars or steps have been installed which have either failed or
proven insufficient.



Within the almost 4,300 metres of track that has been hardened or stabilised in the
Eastern Arthur Range, 450 meters is considered in “marginal” condition and 260
metres is in “poor” condition. Most of this comprises track sections where water-bars
or steps have been installed which have either failed or proven insufficient, but it also
includes some planking.

In most cases, there has been very little maintenance since the infrastructure was installed,
twenty years ago in some cases. The capacity of the PWS to undertake longer term
maintenance of the considerable investment in infrastructure in the Arthur Ranges is a
significant concern.
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4.

TRACK CONDITION

The characteristics, scale and rate of change of track impacts are influenced by both the
environmental setting (specifically gradient, drainage, and substrate) and usage (Dixon et al
2004, Wimpey & Marion, 2010). Various measurement and monitoring techniques have
been developed to both understand this relationship and map impact problems.

Track conditions in the Western Arthur Range characterised using
distance-based sampling
During January 2007 and January 2014, the main traverse route, from the base of Moraine A
to the edge of the Strike Creek plains below Lake Rosanne (and including Moraine K to the
plains at its base) was sampled at 50 metre intervals. The section from Moraine K to the
plains below Lake Rosanne was also sampled during an earlier trial in February 2004.
This technique, intended to characterise track condition over extended sections, is described
in Appendix 2 and Hawes et al (2006).
The following is a descriptive analysis of this data intended to characterise the route through
the range and provide an overall impression of current conditions within the three major
sections of the Western Arthur Range. The sections are distinguished from each other by
differing usage (see p.12) and prescriptive track classifications, the latter providing the basis
for what is considered acceptable track width (see Appendix 1).
Obviously the terrain throughout each section is quite varied, however, the aim here is to
give an overall picture, noting where certain impacts are more localised.
Moraine A to Lake Cygnus
The following is based on data from 91 sites sampled in 2014. The main traverse route
throughout this section is classified T2.


Track gradients are low (<8 o) at 45% of the sites,
moderate (8-17.5 o) at 34% of sites and steep (>18o)
at 21% of sites. Many of the steeper sites are
concentrated on Moraine A (where no stabilisation
works have been undertaken).



Maximum Depth exceeds 25cm at 24% of the sites,
with all deeper sites located on Moraine A. Virtually
all shallow (<10cm) sites are on hardened track
sections. Map 4 illustrates the location of these moreeroded parts of the section.



Total Width exceeds 100cm (the maximum
prescribed for a T2 track) at 34% of sites. Apart from some hardened areas (where a
trampled corridor currently remains beyond the periphery of the hard surfacing, but
may recover in time), all wider sites are located on Moraine A (64% over-width if
considered in isolation). Map 5 illustrates the location of these over-width parts of the
section.
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Water flow down the track occurs at 36% of sites, all on Moraine A (comprising 76%
of the sites in this sub-section).



Hardening (rock-surfacing or planking) occurs at 43% of sites, all on the Hesperus
plateau and within the Lake Cygnus basin.



Environmental data collected at monitoring sites that have not been improved
(hardened or PEC measures installed) nor comprise naturally-robust rock surfaces
can be “typed” (see Appendix 2). A non-robust natural track surface (albeit
sometimes heavily eroded) exists at 55% of sites. 52% of these are Type 4 and a
further 24% are Type 3, indicating a high proportion (76%) of relative instability within
the unimproved parts of the section. Only 2% of unimproved sites are “stable” Type
1. Map 3 illustrates the distribution of Types within the section.

Lake Cygnus to base of Moraine K
The following is based on data from 369 sites sampled in 2014. The main traverse route
throughout this section is classified T3.


Track gradients are low (<8 o) at 42% of the sites,
moderate (8-17.5 o) at 28% of sites and steep (>18o)
at 30% of sites. The steep sites are scattered
throughout the section.



Maximum Depth exceeds 25cm at 21% of the sites,
with a few (3%) exceeding 50cm. Deeper sites occur
throughout the section, but concentrations are
located in the Lake Uranus basin, Beggary Bumps
and on Moraine K. Map 3 illustrates the location of
these more-eroded parts of the section.



Total Width exceeds 75cm (the maximum prescribed
for a T3 track) at 39% of sites. Very wide (>100cm) sites are scattered throughout the
section, but concentrations occur above Lake Uranus, approaching Haven Lake, and
on mid Moraine K. On Moraine K, 57% of sites exceed 75cm in width. Map 5
illustrates the location of these over-width parts of the section.



Water flow down the track occurs at only 12% of sites overall, but extensively on
Moraine K (comprising 78% of the sites in this sub-section) and also on the upper
part of the ascent of Mt Taurus from the west.



Hardening (rock-surfacing, planking at High Moor) occurs at 14% of sites, most
extensively in the Lake Oberon basin, at High Moor and near Lake Sirona, and a
further 3% of sites are located on natural rock surfaces.



A non-robust natural track surface (albeit sometimes heavily eroded) exists at 81% of
sites. 30% of these are Type 4 and a further 26% are Type 3, indicating more than
half the unimproved parts of the section are relatively unstable. Only 7% of
unimproved sites are “stable” Type 1. Map 3 illustrates the distribution of Types
within the section.
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Moraine K to Strike Creek plains below Lake Rosanne
The following is based on data from 277 sites sampled in 2014. The main traverse route
throughout this section is classified T4.


Track gradients are low (<8 o) at 51% of the sites,
moderate (8-17.5 o) at 33% of sites and steep (>18o)
at 16% of sites. The lesser overall extent of steeper
sites in this section of the range, as well as lower
relative use, is likely a significant factor in the
relatively lower impacts in this part of the range.



Maximum Depth exceeds 25cm at only 10% of the
sites, and virtually all of these are located on Lucifer
Ridge above Lake Rosanne or the Lake Rosanne
track itself (i.e. the descent from the eastern end of
the range). Map 3 illustrates the location of these
more-eroded parts of the section.



Total Width exceeds 50cm (the maximum prescribed for a T4 track) at 33% of sites,
although only 13% of sites exceed 75cm. Very wide (>100cm) sites are mostly on the
descent southwards from The Phoenix, although sites above Lake Vesta, on Lucifer
Ridge above Lake Rosanne, and on the Lake Rosanne track itself are also overwdith. Map 5 illustrates the location of these over-width parts of the section.



Water flow down the track occurs at 10% of sites overall, but the majority of these are
located on the Lake Rosanne track (comprising 53% of the sites in this sub-section)
or Lucifer Ridge (i.e. the descent from the eastern end of the range).



Virtually no PEC or other works have been undertaken anywhere in this section of
the range (only 1% of sites), but 7% of sites are located on naturally robust or rock
surfaces.



A non-robust natural track surface exists at 91% of sites. 22% of these are Type 4
and a further 20% are Type 3. Hence over half the section can be considered
relatively unstable with respect to recreational walking impacts and prone to erosion
etc. Most of the remaining sites (53%) are Type 2 which, while more stable, are still
prone to erosion. Map 3 illustrates the distribution of Types within the section.

Comparison over time
The distance-sampling method was developed primarily as an inventory technique (Hawes
et al 2006), however, comparison of the proportional data captured at different times can
provide some insight into changes.
A basic statistical analysis (utilising a 95% confidence interval for the standard deviations of
the percentage estimates) indicates that the changes in total track width noted in all three
sections of the range (shown in red text in Table 2) are significant but that apparent changes
in depth are not statistically-significant.
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Table 2: Proportions of sections of Western Arthur Range exceeding limits of selected
indicators
2004
Moraine A to Lk Cygnus, track class T2, N=91 (2014)
Maximum depth (D) >25cm
Total Width (WT) >100cm (track class
prescription)
Lk Cygnus to Moraine K, track class T3, N=369 (2014)
Maximum depth (D) >25cm
Total Width (WT) >75cm (track class
prescription)
Moraine K to Lk Rosanne descent, track class T4, N=277 (2014)
Maximum depth (D) >25cm
8%
Total Width (WT) >50cm (track class
27%
prescription)

2007

2014

19%

24%

44%

34%

23%

21%

26%

39%

10%

10%

30%

33%

Width parameters for the various sections are those considered acceptable with respect to the track
classification; see Appendix 1. N indicates the number of points sampled using the distance-sampling method.

In summary:


Track widening continues to occur in the
unimproved sections of the Western Arthur
Range. The proportion of the main track that
exceeds the maximum width prescribed by its
class (PWS 2014) has increased from 26% to
39% in the Lake Cygnus to Moraine K section of
the range, and from 27% to 33% in the Moraine
K to Lake Rosanne section, since 2007 (see
Table 2).



Most of Moraine A was burnt in a 2007 wildfire and width measurements here are
influenced by its effects. It is possible the apparent overall narrowing of the track in
this section is due to post-fire vegetation regrowth and associated changed localised
walking patterns (although the longer term trend at most fixed clustered transect
monitoring sites on Moraine A is widening; see p. 26).
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Track impact monitoring using fixed “clustered transect” sites
The following summarises observations from fixed “clustered transect” monitoring sites (see
Appendix 2 and Dixon et al 2004) throughout the Arthur Ranges over twenty years since
1994. This technique provides detailed quantitative information on rates of change.
Interpretations have been supplemented by general field observations where appropriate.
In a general sense, overall track deterioration (widening &/or deepening) continues
throughout the ranges, as has been the case since measurements commenced more than
twenty years ago. However, there are areal and site-to-site differences.
Map 1 indicates the location of the various monitoring sites. Figure 2 provides a graphical
overall illustration of average rate and scale of changes at monitoring sites within the two
broad sections of the Western Arthur Range, the sections distinguished by differences in
usage (see p. 12) and the scale of existing impacts.
It should be noted that monitoring sites are located only on unimproved track sections and,
while median data from such sites may give an indication of current conditions, they should
not be considered representative of average track conditions throughout a section. For this a
distance sampling survey is required (see p. 22 and Appendix 2).
Western Arthur Range - Moraine A to K


Significant net increases in one or more of the monitoring parameters (D, WFV &/or WT;
see Appendix 2) have been recorded at 33 of the 34* unbiased monitoring sites located
on the section of the main traverse route from Moraine A to Moraine K during the 19942014 period. All three parameters have increased at 19 of the sites. Net decreases in
one or more of the width parameters were noted at only two sites.
* Seven of these monitoring sites have been made redundant since 2002, due to track hardening
works which have addressed impact issues in the area.



On Moraine A, net widening and/or deepening has been recorded at all five monitoring
sites during the 1994-2014 period. The 2007 wildfire, which removed most vegetation on
Moraine A, may be an additional factor facilitating track width changes in subsequent
years.



The tracks on both Moraine A and K are both extensively eroded and water flow down
the eroded track is occurring in many areas. Both moraines are environmentally similar
(e.g. vegetation, slope, substrate) yet track impacts on Moraine A, which has and is
receiving about twice the number of walker passes as Moraine K, are notably greater
(wider, deeper). This is indicative of the importance of trampling as an impact vector,
rather than water flow per se.



Significant and apparently active deterioration has occurred in many areas, notably
various steep sections between Mt Pegasus and Haven Lake (especially the Lake
Uranus basin and Beggary Bumps; depth at a site in the latter increased from 25.5cm to
55.7cm during 1994-2014) and in some alpine moorland areas (Hayes-Procyon saddle,
approach to Square Lake, Mt Taurus, approach to Haven Lake). This is associated
directly with trampling, water flow being a minor or supplementary factor in most such
areas within the range proper.
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Western Arthur Range – Moraine K to Strike Creek via Lake Rosanne


On the Moraine K to Strike Creek via Lake Rosanne section of the main traverse route,
significant net increases in one or more of the monitoring parameters (D, WFV &/or WT)
have been recorded at 15 of the 16 unbiased monitoring sites during the 1994-2014
period. All three parameters have increased at more than eight of the sites.



The greatest existing impacts in this section occur on Lucifer Ridge above Lake Rosanne
and the southern slope of The Phoenix (see Figure 2 and Maps 4 and 5). The greatest
1994-2014 deterioration has been recorded at sites on the Phoenix traverse (alpine) and
the Lake Rosanne track (sloping buttongrass). At a site north of the Phoenix summit
Depth has increased from 4.9cm to 19.6cm and Total Width from 41.4cm to 84.6cm. At a
site on the southern slope of the Phoenix, Width Free of Vegetation has increased from
66.2cm to 103.9cm, indicating active track formation in this alpine setting.



While active deterioration is occurring, track conditions within this lower-use section of
the range generally display notably less current impacts (see distance sampling survey
results, previously) than the Moraine A-K section. However, the lower track class (see
Appendix 1) also imposes greater limits on what is acceptable.



Rates of change in the Moraine A to K section of the range are broadly similar (in
absolute overall terms) to those in the Moraine K to Strike Creek via Lake Rosanne
section of the main traverse route (see Figure 2). Hence rates of change are
proportionally greater (relative to current values) in this less-impacted, less-trafficked part
of the range. This observation is consistent with the widely-recognised curvilinear
relationship between usage and impacts (see p. 48-49), low usage typically causing
relatively higher levels of impact.
Figure 2: Track erosion and widening on southern slope of The Phoenix, in the low-use
section of the Western Arthur Range;1994 (left), 2014 (right).

Figure 3 (p. 28) charts changes in monitoring parameters at sites of various Types
throughout the Western Arthur Range.


There has been an increase in all impact monitoring parameters for all track Types
(see Appendix 2) in both parts of the Western Arthur Range over the twenty year
monitoring period (1994-2014).



The “cleanest” trend is for the depth parameter (not surprisingly, given erosion is an
essentially one-way process). Apparent oscillations in the width trends can be
explained intuitively by variations in walker trampling patterns and related vegetation
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growth or loss, but there has still been an overall widening at sites of all types over
the monitoring period.


Mean depth increases of the order of 50-100% have occurred since 1994.



Mean width increases have been greatest in the low-use Moraine K - Lake Rosanne
section of Western Arthur Range; up to around 40% since 1994.

Figure 3: Change in impact parameters at clustered transect monitoring sites in the Western
Arthur Range
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Eastern Arthur Range
Extensive track and campsite hardening has been undertaken in the Eastern Arthur Range
during 1994 - 2002. This has increased the relative proportion of robust terrain in the range
subject to trampling. Much of main route traversing the Eastern Arthurs (Pass Creek to
Bechervaise Plateau) is now quite resilient, provided trampling is limited to robust areas; i.e.
off track walking and campsite overflow is minimal.
During the 1994-2000 period, significant net increases in one or more of the monitoring
parameters (D, WFV &/or WT) were recorded at 14 of the 16 unbiased monitoring sites
located throughout the range (between Pass Creek and Moss Ridge). All three parameters
increased at seven sites, while an improvement was recorded (in total width) at only one
site.
The aforementioned track hardening works have substantially reduced the number of active
monitoring sites, originally installed in 1994. Since 2002, only six sites have remained active
and these are not geographically well distributed and unlikely to accurately reflect track
conditions throughout the range. However, they may reflect conditions on some of the nonhardened track sections.
On the basis of data from the limited remaining clustered transect monitoring sites, plus
qualitative during the last ten years or so, ongoing deterioration is occurring on Moss Ridge,
mid Luckmans Lead, and probably on the steep slope above Bechervaise Plateau.
Priority Erosion Control
As noted previously (p. 19-20), PEC (Priority Erosion Control) works were undertaken in
parts of the Arthur Ranges in an attempt to retard active track degradation at minimum
expenditure of time and resources. Several fixed clustered transect monitoring sites exist in
some of these localities. Differences in settings prevent meaningful comparison with
unimproved (non-PEC) localities but it is still instructive to consider the site data.


Three monitoring sites exist on lower Luckmans Lead, where intermittent water-bars
and steps were installed in to minimise erosion 1994-95. Maximum Depth (D) did not
change significantly at any of these sites during 1994-2009, but has increased at two
sites since then. This resurgence of erosion may be a result of the water-bars
becoming clogged with gravel (as they now are) and ineffectual.



Two monitoring sites exist on the steep climb out of the Haven Lake basin, where
steps and water-bars were installed in 1998-99. No increases in D were noted up to
2004 (the monitoring sites were subsequently abandoned) but track width continued
to increase at one site. This appears due to the fact that, at this very steep site, it is
ergonomically-easier for walkers to step beside the water-bar/steps and highlights
the need to consider the likely walker behaviour response to any works, not merely
the environmental problem being addressed.



Two monitoring sites exist on the side route to Lake Fortuna. Water-bars were
installed on this minor track and camping (and hence use of the track) discouraged in
the late 1990s. Up to 2004 (the monitoring sites have not been measured since),
increase in D was arrested at one site and did not change significantly at the other.
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Broad-scale trampling and pad development
Monitoring undertaken on various access corridors in the Arthur Ranges has included
mapping the extent of pad (incipient track) development on R-classified or unclassified
routes and surveys of the extent of broad-scale trampling impacts on selected alpine
moorlands.
Delineation of pads utilised data from both high resolution aerial photography (from 19952000) and on-ground GPS mapping. Comparison between the early aerial photography and
Google Earth imagery has been attempted recently but the resolution of the latter in most of
the Arthur Range area is insufficient for meaningful comparisons.
Assessment of broad-scale trampling impacts involved estimation of impacts within quadrats
along several long transects oriented perpendicular to the direction of travel (see Appendix
2).
Extent of pad and track development on side routes
It is important to note that pads can be formed and used by both walkers and wildlife and, in
many cases, it is probably rare that it is solely one or the other. In the case of the pads
described in the following paragraphs, there is adequate evidence to indicate that they are
primarily used by, and therefore have probably been largely created by, walker trampling.
Such evidence includes the fact that the pads occur along known or likely side routes (to
peaks, for example), the presence of boot prints and route marking (cairns) and the style of
local impact (e.g. soil gouging, vegetation damage).
T4-classified access corridors
Several side routes, originally classified as Routes (R) in the 1990s (PWS 1994) were reclassified T4 as part of the BATR (2004) process. They were considered relatively more
popular and generally display relatively extensive pad/track development (see below). While
continuous pad or track development is acceptable on T4 access corridors, there are some
developing impact problems. Most of the following routes are described in Chapman’s
guidebook (2008 and previous editions).
Mt Hesperus
A duplicated route with extensive pad development accesses the summit of Mt Hesperus
and was noted on aerial photographs in 1995, and appears similar on 2011 Google Earth
imagery. On-ground in 2014, more than half of the 270m route could be characterised as a
“track” (with some gouging on the upper section) and much of the remainder a “welldeveloped pad”.
Mt Hayes
A pad exists on most of the 260m side route to Mt Hayes. Inspected in January 2002, it was
well-defined, except in rocky sections, partially duplicated and 50cm or so in width in many
places. The pad was locally eroded in gravelly areas, with Maximum Depth (D) up to 20cm
but more typically <15cm.
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Mt Sirius
The ascent of Mt Sirius is a 400m side trip from the main
track above Square Lake. A 2002 ground inspection
confirmed the presence of a 120m continuous section of welldeveloped pad, locally a “track” (see photo, right), on the
steeper upper section of the route. In 2014, this pad/track
was typically 50cm or so in width and extensively gouged,
although maximum depth was generally <15cm. An additional
60-70m of well-developed pad was also recorded on the
lower slopes in 2014. Rocky or fjaeldmark terrain occurs
elsewhere on the route but a light pad also exists in some of
these areas also.
Mt Orion (from Orion-Sirius saddle)
The side route to Mt Orion provides, in part, access to upper Moraine E (although use of this
route has been discouraged since the mid-1990s). Serious gouging and erosion in the first
100m or so was noted in February 2000, but the overall condition appeared not notably
different to that described by Dixon (1995). These problems remain in 2014, and appear
locally active.
Promontory Lake to saddle north of the Phoenix
This section of the main traverse route between Promontory Lake and the saddle north of
the Phoenix is the last section of the main Western Arthurs traverse route on which a
continuous “track” has not developed. Although this section is classified T4, a continuous
pad had yet to develop in 1995, with merely intermittent pads noted on aerial photographs (a
total of 50% of the route). The 2000 aerial photographs displayed a similar extent of pad, but
a ground inspection the same year indicated it was possible to follow a continuous pad on
much of the section, although alpine moorland on the broad saddle below The Phoenix still
remained pad free. This apparent discrepancy is due to the patchily scrubby nature of this
section making aerial identification of pads difficult. In 2014, about 150m of moorland on the
aforementioned saddle still remained pad-free.
West Portal
A ground inspection in February 2000 found a distinct pad existed on about 50% of the
350m side route to the summit of West Portal, most of the remainder of the route traversing
rock. No notable change was observed in 2014.
Geeves Bluff
Pad/track development was evident on the first 200m of the route from Hanging Lake to
Geeves Bluff on the 1995 aerial photographs. The 2000 photographs suggest this pad has
extended about 15m further since 1995 (into heterogeneous rocky and fjaeldmark terrain,
where aerial visibility is limited due to contrast problems), and ground inspection confirmed
the presence of this pad. Whilst not large, such pad extension indicates active track
formation is occurring on the Geeves Bluff route. However, a single clustered transect (see
Appendix 2) monitoring site installed in 2000 has displayed no significant change over the
2000-09 period, and appears to have narrowed slightly since then.
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R-classified access corridors
Pads, often extensive and well-established, occur on many R-classified side routes in the
Arthur Ranges although the prescriptive PWS track classification system (PWS 2014 &
previous versions) notes that such “pads or tracks (are) to be kept to an absolute minimum”.
Limits of Acceptable Change proposed by BATR (2004) specified that pad development
should not exceed 25% of the length of any Routes monitoring segment.
The PWS track classification scheme further notes that route guides should be
“discouraged”. Despite this, many of the routes are described in Chapman’s guidebook
(2008 and previous editions) and some (e.g. Mt Aldebaran, Lucifer Ridge) are delineated on
published 1:25,000 map sheets. Most of these pads have existed since at least 1995 but
data on any changes in extent is limited.
Several formerly higher use access corridors (Lk Fortuna, Moraine E, Lucifer Ridge, Forest
Chute access) are now managed as Routes as use has been discouraged or has declined
since the 1990s. In these cases, while pad or track development is extensive (with significant
erosion on Moraine E, for example), this is considered acceptable providing impacts do not
deteriorate significantly (which requires use to continue to be discouraged and remain low).
Traversing all side-routes was time-consuming and hence impractical to undertake in
addition to all the other monitoring tasks described herein. Hence, many side-routes have
only been inspected once in order to ascertain if their condition was acceptable.
Table 3: Pad and track development on Routes (see Appendix 4 for greater detail)
Route name

Total
length

Proportion
of pad/track

Condition
acceptable?1

Comment

Lake Fortuna

700m

40%

Yes2

Pad & eroded track accessing former
campsite, use now discouraged, but 2013
wildfire has made its existence more visuallyapparent. Ascent route to Capella Crags
largely pad-free in 2014.

Rdg south &
west of Lk
Fortuna

>1000m

<10%

Yes

Short section of pad/track on ridge crest but
no evidence of recent use. Not inspected
since 2004.

Procyon Peak

577m

70-80%

Yes3

Very extensive pad development, in
existence since pre-2000, but considered an
“acceptable variance” nonetheless.

Moraine E

5400m

>75-80%

Yes2

Continuous track or pad on Moraine ridge,
significantly eroded in places. In 2014, route
on 2.8km plains section was a vague and
discontinuous pad/track.

Ridge south of
Mt Pegasus

650m

<25%

Yes

Several short (<40m) pad sections. Not
inspected since 2000.

Dorado Peak

650m

<10%

Yes

Only minor short pads near choke point
(narrow ridge section) noted in 1996.

Mt Aldebaran

944m

20-25%

Yes

Pad/track development is concentrated at the
start of route, which may therefore
encourage use. No change at clustered
transect monitoring site during 2000-11.

Carina Peak

540m

<10%

Yes

Only minor short pads of uncertain origin
noted in 2007.

Mt Canopus

1300m

<10%

Yes

Only minor short pad section near start of
route noted in 2000.
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Route name

Upper Seven
Mile Creek

Total
length

2925m

Proportion
of pad/track

25-30%

Condition
acceptable?1

Comment

Marginal

Trampled pad between upper Seven Mile Ck
and lower slope of Moraine K noted in 1995
had extended & evolved to a “track” in places
by 2007. Some erosion was noted on “track”
sections by 2007, similar in 2014.

Lucifer Ridge

3230m

90-95%

No
(unless
reclassified)

Very extensive pad, with up to 50%
considered “track” (with minor localised
erosion) in 2000. Vegetation loss from 2007
wildfire allows for more dispersed use, no
change at monitoring site noted since 2007.
Managed as Route but proposed as T4 by
BATR (2004).

The Dial

180m

25-30%

Marginal

Several short (<25-30m) pad sections. Some
deterioration (pad to track) during 2000-14.

The Needles

100m

<25%

Yes

Short light pad only, to viewpoint beyond
potential campsite.

Forest Chute

800m

35-40%

Yes2

Remnant eroded track on descent below
Devils Thumb, appears stable & disused in
recent years. No pad in Forest Chute itself.

Rock Slide

600m

<25%

Yes

Short sections of pad in scrub on descent,
nothing in forest near Northern Lks.

Table 3 notes:
1.

2.
3.

The prescriptions of the Route classification (PWS 2014 & Appendix 2) provide the context for the
acceptability of a particular level of pad or track development (or other impacts). Limits of Acceptable
Change (LAC) proposed by BATR (2004) and historic impacts (see Appendix 4) have also been
considered.
While these side routes are now managed as Routes, they retain significant impacts from past heavy
use. This is considered acceptable in these circumstances.
Extent of pad development on Procyon Peak route grossly exceeds that prescribed by the Route
classification but, in this case, BATR (2004) considered this to be an “acceptable variance”.

Broad-scale trampling monitoring
Camping area pad networks
Many campsites in the Arthur Ranges are located in environments known to be sensitive to
trampling impacts (e.g. near or on alpine moorlands, or open buttongrass). In these cases
extensive pad networks have often developed on routes utilised to access viewpoints, water
sources and toileting areas. The collective impact of these is often considerable.
Lake Cygnus
Comparison of aerial photographs indicated that the very extensive track and pad network in
the Lake Cygnus basin present in 1995 was noticeably less evident (but still clearly
discernible) by March 2000. The 2011 Google Earth imagery reaffirms this, with many 1995
pads no longer apparent but all presumed “tracks” (including closed tracks) still clearly
evident.
This was likely due to reduced off-track trampling in the area subsequent to the construction
of the hardened campsites and access track in 1993/94. However, ground inspections up to
2014 indicate pads south of the beach and extending beyond the closed “peninsula”
campsite remain well-developed and in use.
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Lake Oberon
Perusal of large format photos from landscape photographer Peter Dombrovskis suggest a
moorland pad accessing the campsite existed by the mid-1980s. By 1995, aerial
photographs clearly illustrate a considerable extent of track and pad network in the vicinity of
the Lake Oberon camping area at that time, including pads across the moorland to the
western campsites. However, most moorland sections of this pad network are not apparent
on the March 2000 aerial photographs.
A reduction in broad-scale trampling impacts also occurred at monitoring transects (see
Appendix 2 for an outline of the monitoring technique) on the moorland adjacent to the Lake
Oberon campsite between 1994 and 2002, mostly during the 1995-2000 period. Three of the
four monitoring transects recorded a 20-30% increase in category 1 (non-impacted) terrain
during the three-year period (1995-1998) subsequent to the construction of hardened
campsites, generally associated with a reduction in category 2 terrain. No notable further
changes occurred during 2004-14. Monitoring data is summarised in Appendix 3 (figure
A3.2).
As at Lake Cygnus (above), this is likely to be an indirect result of the hardening of
campsites and access tracks in the area in 1995. It is likely that the platforms then became
the preferred campsites, with resultant reduced trampling of moorland to access other
potential campsites.
High Moor
The 1995 aerial photograph (see Figure 4) clearly showed the extent of trampled terrain at
High Moor. At least three routes descended to the lower (northern) moor from the west, a
network of multiple social pads accessed lookout points and camping areas on the northern
side of the moor, and a pad trended up the north ridge of Mt Columba.
On the March 2000 aerial photographs, the campsite on the northern side of the moor
appears more pronounced (inferred as due to reduced ground vegetation cover) and the pad
to the toilet was also more clearly developed. The toilet pad’s condition is consistent with
casual ground observations and was probably due to the formalisation of the toilet site with
the installation of a fly in/out toilet in 1998.
Construction of a hardened campsite in 2002, with relocation of the toilet, and rerouting and
hardening of access tracks, provided an opportunity for recovery of many of the developing
impacts at High Moor. Camping-related impacts have at least stabilised since 2004, and
impressions from ground observations are that social pad impacts have also decreased.
While no large scale aerial photographs are available to undertake an objective comparison,
Figure 4 (p. 35) suggests the pad network mapped in 2014 is somewhat less extensive than
that visible in the 1995 (and 2000) aerial photo.
A network comprising 517 metres of pads or informal tracks within an area of less than two
hectares were still apparent on-ground in 2014, although most appeared disused. The pad
up the north ridge of Mt Columba also remained distinct and continuous, with evidence of
recent use.
Promontory Lake
A distinct 100+m pad accessing the southwest shoreline of the lake’s “promontory” is evident
on 1995 aerial photographs. The area was first inspected on-ground in 2000, when some
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camping impacts were recorded (although camping here undoubtedly pre-dated that time).
There have been increased camping impacts since then (see p. 43) but the on-ground extent
and condition of pad development has not changed notably.
Figure 4: Pad network at High Moor; 1995 aerial photo (left), 2014 on-ground pad mapping
(right)

Bechervaise Plateau
Inspection of aerial photographs encompassing Bechervaise Plateau flown in February 1995
indicated significant track duplication and branching occurred, with the main route between
the upper and lower plateaux duplicated and several other pads accessing the upper plateau
margins. The March 2000 aerial photographs indicate the situation has deteriorated a little
on the open herbfield areas, with some pad extension apparent on both Upper and Lower
Bechervaise Plateaux. The 2010 Google Earth imagery suggest this situation may have
reversed, at least insofar as the duplicate northern route
between the two plateaux is concerned, but the
resolution of the available Google Earth imagery is
insufficient for a definitive comparison.
Since March 2000 a hardened campsite has been
constructed at upper Bechervaise Plateau and an
access route across the open herbfield also hardened
with walkers now discouraged (with signage) from
trampling elsewhere. However, many pads remain welldeveloped and in apparent use in 2014, probably to
access viewpoints and toileting sites.
Hanging Lake
According to aerial photographs, the extent and configuration of track/pad duplication and
branching near the outlet to Hanging Lake did not change notably during the 1995-2000
period, except for works associated with the hardening of tracks and campsites here in 1999.
There has been no explicit pad data collected since 2000 but, as noted in the campsite
section (p. 47 and Appendix 5), lake shore camping impacts have declined since 2005 so it
seems likely that broader scale trampling impacts have also improved.
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Fan-out areas
During the 1990s, a fan-out strategy was promoted (with onsite signage) at a number of alpine moorland localities in the
Arthur Ranges, the aim being to disperse walker trampling
and so minimise the locations where trampling thresholds
might be exceeded. In most instances, the primary intent of
this approach was to minimise the ongoing impacts until more
intensive hardening works could be carried out. At some sites
this was unsuccessful, even in the short term, and the fan-out
strategy was soon abandoned in favour of expediting the
hardening of a preferred route. At a couple of other sites, a
fan-out strategy remains successful at preventing intensive
impacts.
Various monitoring of these sites was undertaken while fanning-out was being promoted,
including the use of aerial photography, ground inspections and monitoring of fixed
transects. The fan-out monitoring technique was designed to monitor impacts across broad
tracts of open terrain, not merely specifically prescribed fan-out areas. The technique
involves re-measurement of established transects oriented perpendicular to the direction in
which it is assumed likely that most people walk (see Appendix 2). Trials have indicated that
recorded impact proportions are only accurate to within 10% due to limitations of the
monitoring technique. Appendix 3 contains charts summarising the monitoring results.
Moraine A to Mt Hesperus
Extensive track triplication on the sidle of Mt Hesperus was clearly evident on 1995 aerial
photographs and, on 2000 aerial photographs, a notably greater degree of braiding and pad
duplication was evident on the 500m section south from the top of Moraine A. Fanning out
was promoted in this alpine herbfield from 1994 to 2000. The terrain, number of constrictions
etc. should probably have indicated such a strategy was unlikely to work, and widening
recorded at the single monitoring site provided a graphic illustration of this. The fan-out signs
were hence removed in 2000, but dramatic further widening occurred. The section was
extensively hardened between 2000 and 2006.
Capella Crags
At Capella Crags, fanning out was promoted (by the installation of signage) between 1995
and 2002. A bare pad(s) or “track” existed through much of the fan-out area since before
1994, and appears continuous (and locally duplicated) on the 1995 high-resolution aerial
photographs.
Despite the promotion of fanning out, monitoring transects recorded a decrease in nonimpacted terrain and a concomitant increase in terrain with various levels of trampling impact
during the 1994-2002 period. The most dramatic changes occurred at sites near the
northwest end of the fanout area, with a >25% reduction in untrampled terrain noted at one
monitoring transect. Monitoring data is summarised in Appendix 3 (figure A3.1).
A single clustered transect track monitoring site was located within the fan-out area.
Continuous widening was recorded at this site during 1995-2000, with Total Width (WT)
increasing by >79cm (57%) before the fan-out signs were removed in 2002 and all nonrobust sections hardened.
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With the benefit of hindsight, a fan-out strategy was never going to be a long term solution in
the Capella Crags area. In fact this was recognised by Dixon (1995) who noted that, “given
the already degraded condition of the track, the slope and natural walker bottlenecks in
some areas …. extensive surfacing will be required in the short to medium term”.
Goon Moor
At Goon Moor, fanning out has been promoted (by the installation of signage) since 1994-95.
At that time a section of alpine moorland about 200m in length and traversed by the main
Eastern Arthur Range traverse route remained pad free. Inspection and comparison of aerial
photographs of Goon Moor flown in January 1996 and March 2000 together with ground
inspections indicate about 180m of the centre of Goon Moor remained pad-free throughout
this period.
Fan-out monitoring suggests no dramatic changes have occurred in the proportion of
impacted terrain during the 1995-2014 period (see Appendix 3, figure A3.3), except for one
transect near the southern end of the Moor. Near this site, qualitative on-ground inspection
in 2014 also suggests incipient pad development is occurring.
In 2014, >160m across the centre of Goon Moor remained pad free, but a network of
splayed pads existed at the north and
south ends of the moor (see figure at
left). Some of these comprised
remnants of the old disused access
route to the lower Goon Moor
campsite but other sections appear to
be developing pads along the fan-out
flag alignment. These flags (which
delineate a route but encourage
fanning out) have been relocated
laterally twice since 2000 in an effort
to minimise concentrated trampling
impacts (anecdotal reports suggest
walkers may actually follow the fan-out
flags (de facto track markers) under
conditions of poor visibility).
These are encouraging results and suggest that, despite possible incipient pad
development, at Goon Moor the fan-out strategy appears to be still working to prevent
extensive pad development further across the moorland. However, the signs promoting the
strategy (see p. 36) are failing (rusting) and require replacement soon.
Lower Thwaites Plateau – campsite access
The fan-out strategy also appears to be still working on the Thwaites Plateau campsite
access route, where a fan-out strategy has been promoted since 1995 and some 200m of
moorland between the main track and the campsite remains pad free in 2014 (see Appendix
3, figure A3.5). A decline in use at this site may also be a factor, due to both an overall
decline in visitation to the Eastern Arthur range (see p. 16) and a possible decline in
Thwaites Plateau camping use due to the relative attractiveness of the hardened Hanging
Lake campsite, only 30 minutes’ walk away (see p. 48).
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The monitoring transect located on moorland near the entrance to the campsite displayed an
improvement during 1995-98, with an increase in the proportion of non-impacted (category
1) terrain, and little net change since then. The 2000 aerial photography (see previously) and
qualitative ground observations also indicate further pad development has not occurred in
this area since 1995. Collectively, this suggests the fanout strategy is working to ameliorate
or reduce trampling impacts on this part of the Thwaites Plateau herbfield.
Thwaites Plateau – main route
Fanning out on the main route across Thwaites Plateau from Four Peaks towards Federation
Peak was promoted (by the installation of signage) between 1994 and 2001. A nearcontinuous trampled pad (locally a “track”) already existed on the main route prior to 1994.
Some hardening (double planking) of this track was undertaken by 1998-99 and this was
extended throughout the fan-out area (which was hence closed) in 2001. Fanning out is still
promoted when accessing the Thwaites Plateau campsite from the main, now-hardened,
track (see previously).
Observations from aerial photographs and ground inspections are summarised below. Data
from the fan-out monitoring transects (see Appendix 2) is summarised in Appendix 3 (figure
A3.4).


Between 1995 and 2000, discontinuous parallel pads developed over about 75m of
moorland where the main route enters Thwaites Plateau from Four Peaks. This is likely
to have been caused by the promotion of fanning out in this area. Since 2000 this
remnant fan-out area (once more extensive but has been progressively hardened) has
been closed and extensively hardened (planked).



Many short sections of pad (<40m) were evident on multiple direct routes from near
Thwaites Plateau campsite towards the upper edge of Lower Thwaites Plateau in 1995.
Steeper sections of these pads remained clearly evident on the 2000 photographs, but
some segments on open herbfield appear less evident than in 1995. On-site signage, in
place from 1996 into the 2000s, discouraged walkers from using these short cut routes.



Discontinuous sections of pad were noted on the 1995 aerial photographs on the
scrubby ridge crest east of Thwaites Plateau campsite, for up to 450m from the
campsite. While a January 2000 ground inspection found the pad to be more continuous
than aerially apparent (at least at the western end), a facet of the limited aerial visibility of
pads in scrub, the pad sections are rather less evident on the 2000 aerial photographs.
Overall, it seems likely that no extension of this pad has occurred and that scrub growth
obscured some segments since 1995.



Track duplication and limited pad development was aerially evident in 1995 on the slope
below Devils Thumb (“upper Thwaites Plateau”). The multiply braided pad which formed
as a result of the (failed) fan-out strategy on this slope during the 1994-99 period is even
more clearly evident on the 2000 photographs. The fan-out area was closed in 1999 and
the existing eroded track continuously hardened. Qualitative observations during
subsequent visits (2005 & 2014) suggest off-track trampling is minimal.

The failure of the fan-out strategy was probably due to a range of factors including the
steepness of the slope, the presence of an existing pad and the use of fan-out flags as route
markers in constricted terrain. (By contrast, the Thwaites Plateau campsite side route is flat,
open and pad-free, and did not require fan-out flags).
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5.

CAMPSITE CONDITION

Campsite conditions are important because visitor
experiences are particularly influenced by what they
find at campsites (Flood 2003). Campsite impact is
inevitable with repetitive use, and generally occurs
rapidly and recovers slowly (Cole 2004).

Western Arthur Range
Twenty seven major and 39 minor campsites (see
Appendix 2 for definition) are recorded in the Western
Arthur Range, a total of 66 sites of various sizes. Fifteen of these sites are considered
closed and an additional nine sites appear disused.
The majority of campsites are small, accommodating only one or two tents.
Figure 5 illustrates the current number of campsites in various condition classes in the
Western Arthur Range; condition class 0 sites are essentially pristine, class 5 sites are bare
and eroded (see Appendix 2 for definitions, Appendix 5 for individual campsite information).
Figure 5: Condition class of campsites in the Western Arthur Range
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Hardened campsites (mostly platforms; see photo p. 5) and associated access track
works have been constructed in higher use camping areas; Lake Cygnus
(constructed 1993-94), Lake Oberon (1994-95), High Moor (2002; see Appendix 6)
and Haven Lake (1999), all within the higher-use Moraine A to Moraine K section of
the range. This has generally been successful at reducing, minimising or restricting
broader scale impacts at these camping areas.



The condition class distributions in figure 5 indicate that, notwithstanding the
hardening undertaken at major sites, many unimproved campsites in the Western
Arthurs remain significantly, sometimes seriously, impacted (condition class 3+),
including in the less-visited, lower class (T4) Moraine K to Lake Rosanne section of
the range. Such sites display a bare core area in most cases, and extensive bare soil
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exposure may be common. Such well-established and unimproved campsites often
have potential for further deterioration.


Most class 0 and 1 campsites (near-pristine terrain) in the Moraine A to K section of
the Range comprise exposed and apparently little-used alpine moorlands where
there is or has been some evidence of camping use (e.g. tent peg anchor rocks or
minor scuffing). In the past (1990s) such sites seem to have been utilised more,
perhaps as a more attractive alternative to long-established degraded sites, and so
had the potential to evolve into degraded sites themselves. Construction of the
aforementioned hardened sites seems to have arrested this process.

Hardened campsites now provide for the majority of overnight camping needs in the Moraine
A to K section of the Western Range (see Appendix 5, Table A5-1). However, significantly
degraded and unimproved campsites remain at the base of Moraine A and Square Lake. At
the base of Moraine A at least, these remain in use. At Square Lake, the situation is more
complicated (see below).
Conversely, heavily-impacted (condition class 4+) unimproved campsites remain in use at
Lake Vesta, Promontory Lake and Lake Rosanne (see Appendix 5, Table A5-1), all localities
within the low-use eastern section of the Range beyond Moraine K.
The stakeholder consultation group BATR (2004) proposed standards for the condition class
of unimproved campsites additional to those derived from the track classification system
(PWS 2014). While the standards were not formally adopted, it is instructive to utilise them to
report on campsite conditions. In the Moraine A to K section of the Western Arthur Range,
the condition of ten campsites within major camping nodes is unacceptable (seriouslyimpacted class 4 or 5), with three comprising in-use campsites. Seven minor campsites
elsewhere in the western-central region are class 3 and so exceed the standard for the track.
In the low-use eastern region of the range, the condition of five campsites, all at major
camping nodes, are unacceptable.
Campsite changes, 1992 - 2014
Seven campsite surveys have been conducted in the Western Arthur Range between 1992
and 2014. Not all surveys have been fully comprehensive, but 43 campsites have been
repeatedly surveyed since 1992, including the major sites at all major camping areas (see
Appendix 5).
Large format landscape photographs by Peter Dombrovskis illustrate the Lake Oberon
lakeside campsite (OBE-06) in both the mid-1970s and mid-1980s. These indicate that, in
the mid-1970s, the site showed little significant impact and appeared to retain vegetation
cover. By the mid-1980s, extensive bare soil was exposed and, by the early 1990s survey,
soil loss had exposed extensive bare gravel and sand.
While not all campsites now recorded have been surveyed consistently since the early
1990s, an overall impression of changes in campsite condition throughout the Western
Arthur Range can be obtained from the Figure 6 (p.43) by comparing the distribution of
condition classes of campsites for each survey time. However, it gives a conservative picture
because the chart necessarily excludes new campsites (i.e. increased impacts, albeit initially
low condition class) appearing during the time series (this has occurred during or since the
late 1990s at Square Lake, Lake Vesta and Promontory Lake, for example).
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Figure 7 (p. 43) compares the condition class distribution of all campsites in the different
sections of the Western Arthur Range over the last ten years (2004 to 2014). It indicates:


There has been an increase in the number of little-impacted (condition class 0 and 1)
campsites in the Moraine A to K section of the Range since 2004. (This is not so
apparent in Figure 2 because pre-2004 historic data is not available for many minor
sites and so they are not included in that chart.) This is due to a combination of
proportionally greater use of the hardened sites and continued slow recovery of some
minor sites.



Within the Moraine K to Lake Rosanne section of the range, the condition class
distributions in Figure 3 suggest there has been an overall improvement in campsite
condition since 2004. However, there are two competing trends apparent in this
section of the range; some increase in ground vegetation cover has occurred at
minor, disused sites at Lakes Juno and Rosanne, whereas increased impacts have
been noted at newer sites at (for example) Promontory Lake.

Active deterioration (increased bare soil or erosion, or increased area) has occurred at
campsites at Square Lake, Lake Vesta, Promontory Lake and Lake Rosanne during the
1994-2014 period, all camping areas at which no hardening has been undertaken. In most
cases, this has occurred because older nearby campsites became degraded and newer
sites have subsequently developed and are being used and themselves becoming degraded
or, at least at Lake Rosanne, because of periodic overflow from established campsites. As a
result the overall scale and area of impact in these areas has increased. Neither of the
former two localities are considered major camping areas, and the latter three localities all lie
within the low-use eastern section of the range beyond Moraine K.
Changes at these unimproved campsites are described in more detail in the following
paragraphs.
A campsite occupancy survey in 2003-04 indicated that Lake Rosanne had the greatest
proportion of campsite overflow (i.e. use of areas beyond the existing impacted campsites)
of any camping area in the Western Arthur Range, an observation consistent with escalating
impacts observed during the late 1990s and the development of a new impacted campsite
during the early 2000s. However, observations since 2007 suggest use of the Lake Rosanne
camping area may have declined in recent years (an observation consistent with inferences
from usage data; see p. 15-16).


The largest campsite (ROS-02; see Appendix 5) was well-established by 1992, and
had deteriorated to condition class 4 by 2000. Little change in site boundary or
surface condition has been observed since then, despite a wildfire affecting the site
in 2007 and subsequent vegetation regrowth.



The more recently-established ROS-01 campsite had also deteriorated to class 4 by
2000, with only minor change noted during the early 2000s. A slight improvement in
surface condition occurred during 2007-11, after the aforementioned wildfire.



The two old, small and largely disused tent sites at the base of the large erratic
boulder displayed minor revegetation during 2004-07, and have become largely
overgrown by post-fire regrowth since then. A “new” tent site further west (ROS-04)
had become established and notably worn during the 2002-07, but now appears
disused.
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At Promontory Lake, the old main campsite (PRL-01) was well-established and heavily
eroded (class 4-5) prior to 1989, and well-established (class 3+) adjacent sites existed by
1995. There has been no significant change at these old sites during the last 15 years.
However, since 2000, several new sites have appeared (i.e. impacts have been noted) on
the open alpine terrain of the lake’s “promontory”; impacts remain minor, but have increased
at a couple of sites, including access pad development. There may be several reasons for
the apparent change in the camping focus; for example, the unattractive eroded nature of
the established campsites, and/or modern tent designs may embolden walkers to utilise
more exposed campsites.
The oldest campsite at Lake Vesta is VES-01 and was seriously eroded (class 5) and
probably unattractive for use by 1995. The small main alternative site (VES-03) deteriorated
to class 3 during the late 1990s, became largely devegetated by 2002, and experienced
some soil loss by 2011 (see Appendix 6).
Camping use at Square Lake has probably declined since the mid-1990s, due to
construction of comfortable hardened sites at Lakes Cygnus and Oberon. Nevertheless,
long-established sites exist and new sites have been evolving, despite the terrain limiting
camping options. At least four active campsites occur at Square Lake (at least 4 others
appear disused, but remain significantly impacted) with condition classes ranging from 2 to
4. All but one site existed by 1992, and had developed more or less their current level of
impact by the late 1990s. The campsites occur in two localities; most are generally south of
the lake but a long-established site occurs off-track on a shelf below Procyon Peak.


The largest site (SQU-04) displayed slight further deterioration (site expansion,
utilising adjacent still-vegetated areas) during the early 2000s but has improved
slightly since 2007. During the same period two or three “new” small campsites have
been noted since 2000 (if the sites were being utilised previously impacts were not
notable) and one is now class 2.



The long-established upper shelf campsite has displayed slow revegetation over the
last 15 years and now appears virtually disused.

Other noteworthy observations of unimproved campsites include:


Repeated evidence of occasional use of “closed” (in 1995) campsites at Lake
Cygnus and Lake Oberon was noted at least until the early 2000s.



Very little natural revegetation has occurred on “closed” campsites that retain peat
cover at Lake Cygnus (after 20 years), Lake Oberon (19 years; photo below) or
Haven Lake (15 years); see Appendix 6. Where it is occurring, initial revegetation
takes the form of small cushions, grass, sedges and/or graminoids.
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At High Moor, twelve years have elapsed since the closure of the moorland campsite
(and concomitant construction of a nearby hardened site) and there are hints of
revegetation (see Appendix 6).



At the base of Moraine A, a first-night camp for many walkers, both campsites
degraded significantly (with loss of all vegetation and some organosol cover) during
the 1990s. Minor further deterioration (site expansion) has been noted at one site in
recent years.



During 2002-2011, campfire use was occasionally noted in the Western Arthur
Range, something not seen since the end of the MIB campaign in the mid-1990s
(see p. 17).

Eastern Arthur Range
Thirteen major and 18 minor campsites (see Appendix 2 for definition) are recorded in the
Eastern Arthur Range, a total of 31 sites of various sizes. However, more than half these
campsites are no longer in active use; eleven sites are considered closed and up to an
additional five sites appear disused.
With the exception of the platform complexes such as at Hanging Lake and Goon Moor, and
the large unimproved forest camp site at Pass Creek, most of the campsites are small, with
more than half the in-use sites being single-tent openings.
Figure 8 illustrates the current number of campsites in various condition classes in the
Eastern Arthur Range (see Appendix 2 for definitions, Appendix 5 for individual campsite
information).
Figure 8: Condition class of campsites in the Eastern Arthur Range
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Hardened campsites (platforms) and associated access track works have been
constructed in higher use camping areas; Stuart Saddle (constructed 2000), Goon
Moor (1996), Hanging Lake (1998) and Bechervaise Plateau (2000). With the
exception of the new Goon Moor site, this site hardening has generally utilised
seriously eroded pre-existing campsites that had become essentially unusable.
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Thwaites Plateau is the only major camping area (in terms of size) where hardening
has not been undertaken. Sites here are relatively robust and probably less-used in
recent years (based on condition observations and usage data; see p. 16).



The mode of the distribution of unimproved campsite condition throughout the
Eastern Arthur Range is clearly class 2. These relatively little-impacted sites are
mostly small and appear little-used.

Most of the campsites in the Eastern Arthur Range which now remain open for use are either
hardened or well-established (i.e. show obvious signs of impact, with a bare core area
developed in virtually all cases and extensive soil exposure common); see Appendix 5,
Table A5-2. The most seriously eroded campsites have either been closed or hardened and
many sites displaying the most rapid deterioration during the pre-2000 period have also now
been closed. These campsite closures have occurred in conjunction with the construction of
hardened campsites at Goon Moor, Hanging Lake, Stuart Saddle and Bechervaise Plateau,
constructed between 1996 and 2000. The site hardening has generally been successful at
reducing, minimising or restricting broader scale impacts at these camping areas.
As noted previously (p. 42), it is instructive to consider standards proposed by BATR (2004)
for the condition class of unimproved campsites additional to those derived from the track
classification system (PWS 2014). In the Eastern Arthur Range, the condition of all major
campsites is acceptable but seven minor campsites are class 3 and so exceed the standard
for the track. In all cases, these are historic impacts which are not escalating and most of the
class 3 sites are now closed or disused.
Campsite changes, 1995 - 2014
Five campsite surveys have been conducted in the Eastern Arthur Range between 1995 and
2014. Not all surveys have been fully comprehensive, but 21 campsites have been
repeatedly surveyed since 1995, including the major sites at all major camping areas (see
Appendix 5).
While not all campsites now recorded have been surveyed consistently since the early
1990s, an overall impression of changes in campsite condition throughout the Eastern Arthur
Range can be obtained from Figure 9 by comparing the distribution of condition classes of
campsites for each survey time.
Figure 9: Proportion of 21 campsites in the Eastern Arthur
Range in condition class categories at different survey times
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Hardening of campsites, all completed by the early 2000s, has clearly reduced the number
of very seriously impacted sites (because tent platforms were constructed over them in some
cases). There has been a concomitant reduction in proportion of moderately impacted
(condition class 3) sites, probably due to slow recovery of disused sites and/or reduced use
of the Range itself (see p. 16).
Campsites at Goon Moor were closed when
platforms were constructed at a nearby new site in
1996. Partial revegetation of the Upper Goon Moor
tent sites has occurred (see photo at right; these
sites retained soil cover and were covered with jute
when closed) but the Lower Goon Moor sites (which
were much more seriously eroded when closed)
remain substantially bare.

Three alpine camping areas in the Eastern Arthur Range are the subject of ongoing
monitoring:


At Thwaites Plateau the major campsites lie adjacent and within tall alpine scrub and
rainforest. The sites are notably impacted, but are topographically-constrained, appear
surprisingly robust and have remained essentially unchanged since 1992 (see Appendix
6). A possible decline in use of the site may also have contributed to this situation (due
to the hardening of campsites at nearby Hanging Lake, making this site more inviting
since the late 1990s, and inferred decline in visitation to the Eastern Arthur Range north
of Federation Peak during the 2000s; see p. 16).



At Hanging Lake, a number of very-impacted campsites existed by the early 1990s. A
further expansion of impacts was noted at campsites on moorland immediately north of
the lake during 1992-2000 and eroded campsites near the outlet and on the western
shore also deteriorated further during 1992-95. In 1999 platforms were constructed at
the eroded Moraine campsite and all campsites elsewhere were closed (explicitly or
implicitly). There has been no evidence of fresh camping impacts adjacent to the lake,
some revegetation of more lightly-impacted lakeshore sites since 2005 (see Appendix
6), and even old seriously-impacted sites (e.g. the terraced site at the western corner of
the lake) show signs of revegetation.



At Bechervaise Plateau, significant deterioration (increased trampling impacts,
exposed bare soil) occurred at all alpine heath campsites during 1992-2000. Aerial
photography also indicated an increase in the level of social pad development on
Bechervaise Plateau during 1995-2000. As a result, two tent platforms were constructed
at the eroded Northwest campsite in 2000 (see Appendix 6) and use of all other upper
Bechervaise Plateau campsites was discouraged.
There is no on-ground evidence of active use of campsites other than the platforms
since 2002, (although this may occur at times due to site overflow, and was observed in
2005) and hence there has been no notable further deterioration of the non-hardened
one-time campsites since 2002. However, the access route traversing alpine heath to
the former Central East campsite (a route probably utilised by walkers seeking a view,
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accessing toilet sites, etc.) deteriorated notably during the early 2000s, becoming
somewhat bare, more track-like and slightly eroded.
The uninviting Lower Bechervaise Plateau campsite appears to have been disused
since the late 1990s and some very slight revegetation has been noted there since 2005
(see Appendix 6).
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6.

DISCUSSION

Boyers et al (2000), who describe a 28-year monitoring program at Yosemite National Park,
emphasise the need for ample and appropriate data collection and consistent monitoring
methods over time. Such long term recreation impact monitoring programs are rare
internationally, and one of the reasons there are so few rigorous assessments of
management effectiveness worldwide (Cole et al 2008). Cole (2006) argues that recreation
impact monitoring is too often “lost in the gulf between science and management”; not
considered either important by many managers (despite visitor management being their
major task, a widespread view is that common sense and experience is enough) or
interesting by many scientists. In this context, the study described herein is unusual,
especially given its scope, with components monitoring on and off-track impacts as well as
campsites and visitation.

Tracks
Track erosion is a significant concern because the soil loss is generally considered
irreversible. Furthermore, any tread condition that impedes travel such as rutting from
erosion, muddiness, tread roughness (exposed rocks and roots), or steep grades, will
exacerbate behaviours that widen or create new parallel treads, particularly when track-side
conditions offer more favourable footing (Wimpey and Marion 2010). Additional management
concerns include:




Deep and/or wide tracks are generally unsightly, negatively impact “naturalness” and
yield poor recreational experiences for walkers.
Greater track width implies more vegetation loss has occurred, and such loss may be
irreversible (at least in the Tasmanian alpine context in the short-medium term).
The wider and deeper a track is the more costly it is (generally) to stabilise or repair.

Hence erosion and widening are the two main forms of impact on walking tracks that
managers must address.
The factors that predispose unimproved tracks to degradation have been well studied (e.g.
Leung and Marion 1996, 2000; Dixon et al 2004; Morrocco and Ballantyne 2007) and
comprise gradient, drainage and substrate characteristics.
The relationship between recreation use and impact has generally been considered to be
curvilinear, with low usage typically causing disproportionately high impacts (Hammit and
Cole 1998). A range of other impact response relationships exist and some studies have
described a sigmoidal response to use (Monz et al 2013).
Modelling based on data from fixed clustered transect monitoring sites (see Appendix 2) on
walking tracks across the TWWHA displays a curvilinear relationship between impact and
time over many decades, the curve parameters varying according to track Type and usage
level (Dixon et al 2004 and subsequent unpublished modelling). However, most of the
monitoring sites are located on existing tracks and, although impact levels vary, the pristine
end of the impact spectrum is generally lacking from the data set. The trampling trials
undertaken on initially undisturbed terrain by Whinam and Chilcott (2003) provide insights
into this end of the impact spectrum.
Based on these findings, it is reasonable to infer that the impact/time curve for track
development in the Arthur Ranges (and probably the TWWHA generally) can be modelled in
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different ways depending on the level of visitation involved. At very low use levels (less than
30-100 walkers per year, depending on the environment) vegetation can remain intact and
the impact/time response will be asymptotic, with depth and width remaining limited
indefinitely. For moderate usage levels (again, the actual numbers will be environmentspecific), the impact/time curve may be either sigmoidal or exponential. The sigmoidal curve
has an initial phase of slow deterioration up to when vegetation cover is lost (this could be
considered a primary threshold), a mid-phase of rapid deterioration during which significant
widening and erosion occurs, and a mature phase with flattening of the curve where rates of
change slow despite ongoing use. For high usage the impact/time curve is similar to the
curve for medium usage, but with faster loss of vegetation and more rapid subsequent track
erosion and widening (see Figure 10).
Figure 10: Impact – time curves for different use levels

In the Arthur Ranges, many unimproved track sections probably still lie on the mid-section of
the moderate or high-use curves shown in Figure 10, despite up to 50 years of use. This is
reflected in the ongoing deterioration of many parts of tracks in the Arthur Ranges. However,
clustered transect monitoring data suggest a few areas (e.g. Moraine A) are “mature”, having
displayed relatively low rates of change during the last ten or more years.
While the form of the low-use impact/time curve in Figure 10 suggests it may be possible to
effectively manage low use levels sustainably, if they are kept below the threshold at which
vegetation loss occurs, when the environment is particularly trampling-sensitive (as indicated
for the Arthur Ranges by Whinam and Chilcott 2003) this may not be practical in most
situations. For example, sections of track on The Phoenix, in the low-use eastern part of the
Western Arthur Range (see p. 28), have suffered vegetation loss and are now subject to
some of the highest rates of erosion and widening in the range. Conversely, a strategy to
maintain use below the primary environmental threshold has been working for 20 years at
Goon Moor and lower Thwaites Plateau, where a fan-out strategy combined with overall
relatively low use has prevented significant pad and track development occurring, at least so
far. Also, in the vicinity of some alpine campsites (Lk Oberon, High Moor, Hanging Lk)
hardening of campsite and access tracks has reduced broad scale trampling to the point
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where the extent of informal pads is declining. However, more generally elsewhere in the
Arthur Ranges, where the vegetation-loss threshold has already been exceeded
(dramatically in many cases) and erosion has occurred, track hardening or stabilisation has
been and is the only option.
While managers can contain lateral spread of traffic along tracks by constructing and
maintaining a tread surface so it is more inviting to walk on than the adjacent environment
(Wimpey and Marion 2010), and control erosion by drainage and other works, such costly
management actions may further impact natural values or increase the development and
artificiality of recreation settings (Olive and Marion 2009). In locations like the Arthur Ranges,
the latter has the potential to displace walkers seeking a wilder experience to other areas.

Campsites
The relationship between use and impact is similar for campsites as that discussed for
tracks, above. The magnitude of impact at a particular camp site is determined by
environmental characteristics (durability), use frequency and the spatial distribution of use
(Cole 2004). Numerous studies in the USA (e.g. Cole 1992) have shown that, at relatively
low use levels, the amount of use a campsite receives has a profound influence on the
amount of impact but, at higher use levels, the amount of use frequently has little additional
effect on amount of impact.
Cole and Monz (2004) note, given pronounced differences in the susceptibility of different
plant communities, campsite selection is very important as a means of limiting impact;
however, even when practising low-impact techniques, infrequent camping can cause
substantial impact. In discussing the impact curve, the authors note that use levels must be
very low and/or resistance very high to capture the portion of the curve below the threshold
of rapidly increasing impact.
Substantial changes can occur by the time a campsite receives only 10 to 15 nights of use
per year (in the USA; Cole 1995, Marion 1996). In the Arthur Ranges, most camp sites are
located in vegetation types shown to be trampling-sensitive (Whinam and Chilcott 2003) and
a similar figure can be inferred (based on broad assumptions about trampling associated
with camping; e.g. 10 passes/person-night).
Marion and Cole (1996) noted that near-maximum impact intensities were produced very
quickly at any location that was repeatedly disturbed and suggested such relationships were
the norm for chronic disturbances of high intensity and low areal extent. Hence, they
concluded that management actions which concentrate the disturbing agent are likely to be
most effective in minimising overall impact levels.
Various overseas studies of backcountry campsites provide many useful observations that
are also relevant to or apply in the Arthur Ranges:


Cole (2004) notes that, given impact increases often more as a result of new places
being disturbed than from the deterioration of places that have been disturbed for a long
time, periodic inventories of all impacted sites may be more important than monitoring
change on a sample of established sites.



An area generally contains more campsites than are ever used at any one time (Cole
2004).
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It is best to concentrate use and impact in popular places (maximise the use of wellestablished campsites, or restrict use to designated sites) and disperse use and impact
in relatively pristine places (Cole 2004).



Management efforts should be focussed on preventing the formation of
comprehensively-impacted campsites, and remediate existing such sites if possible
(Monz and Twardock 2010).



Given even a relatively light but continuous level of use, a campsite will likely continue to
grow until it either reaches its potential or is limited by some management action
(Gettinger and Krumpe 1998).



While various management strategies exist to address different campsite impact
problems, Leung and Marion (1999) argue that intensively-impacted campsites require
control of soil erosion by site maintenance or various hardening works.



Where recovery rates are low, use reduction of particular sites will not help recovery, the
sites must be closed (Cole 2004).



Cole (2013) observed that, if campsites (sub-alpine in Cole’s study) are simply closed
and allowed to recover on their own, with no restoration treatment, recovery of
undisturbed conditions will require centuries. However, not all restoration treatments are
effective and assessments in the first few years can overestimate efficacy (ibid.).

Evaluation of management actions
A range of management actions have been implemented in the Arthur Ranges from 1993 to
2006 (campsite hardening, track hardening, rerouting, stop-gap Priority Erosion Control
measures, information and educational signage, toilets, fan-out promotion, etc; see p. 18-20)
and most have been moderately and in some cases highly successful. Notwithstanding this
success, these measures fell far short of what was necessary to stabilise impacts
(particularly track impacts) throughout the ranges.
The rugged nature of the terrain, limited re-route options, resultant high per metre cost of
any track work, and the fact that some management options were socially unacceptable has
constrained the ability of managers to address all recreational impact problems. This was
compounded by the refocussing of agency budget priorities from the early 2000s which
stalled efforts to achieve sustainable management of the Arthur Ranges and has limited the
agency’s capacity to adapt management to changing circumstances and respond to
monitoring data.
The PWS Track Classification System (PWS 2014 and predecessors) has provided some
context for assessing monitoring data throughout the last 20 years, but the failure to adopt
an effective Limits of Acceptable Change (LAC) or similar system to establish acceptable
limits for recreational impacts continues to limit the capacity to assess or adapt
management, or even prioritise any potential future management actions. The LAC system
proposed by BATR (2004) did address these concerns but may have been overly complex
and resource-hungry to implement effectively.
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8.

APPENDICES

Appendix 1

Management context

Management Zoning
The Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area Management Plan (PWS 1999) specifies a system
of zoning that defines the levels of development and management input that apply in different parts of
the WHA. The Arthur Ranges lie within a Self-reliant Recreation Zone, the aim of which is retain a
relatively unmodified natural setting for any recreational use. Prescriptions for these zones are
detailed on pages 56 and 58-59 of the management plan.

Track classification system
The Parks and Wildlife Service employs a track classification scheme (Policy P-036; PWS 2014) to
prescribe appropriate track conditions and levels of management input. Table A1-1 contains a table
that displays slightly abridged versions of this scheme. In the Arthur Ranges, track classes range from
T2 to T4, with access to a number of peaks considered Routes. These classes provide the context for
monitoring and assessment of track conditions in the Arthur Ranges (and elsewhere in the TWWHA).
A substantive part of the traverse routes through the Arthur Ranges are classified T3. As is apparent
from the following table, a T3 track should generally be:


Width <750 mm,



A rough bushwalking track, mostly unimproved, and;



Any stabilisation, drainage or hardening works undertaken for environmental purposes only.
Table A1-1. Summary of selected elements of the Parks and Wildlife Service track
classification system (Policy 036, v4, 2014)

T2

T3

T4

Overview Rough bushwalking track, limited Rough bushwalking track, mostly Often indistinct tracks.
surfacing

unimproved

Width >500 mm but short sections < 500 <750 mm.
mm acceptable. Max 1m.
Surface & “Wet boot” standard. Stabilisation Improved surfacing/drainage
minimal - for environmental
drainage & drainage mainly for
environmental purposes but some purposes only.
concessions to user comfort. May
be rough over extended sections.
Mud up to 200 mm deep
acceptable in places.

Gradient Mostly < 20° but may be steeper

<500 mm
Improved surfacing/drainage
minimal - for environmental
purposes only.

Limited by environmental
considerations only.

Limited by environmental
considerations only.

Infra-structure Bridges over major creeks and

Bridges or other constructed
crossings generally not required if
major creeks and rivers are
normally safely fordable, except
for environmental purposes.
Rough log bridges acceptable but
not necessary.

Bridges or other constructed
crossings generally not provided,
except for essential environmental
purposes. Natural crossings
preferred. Flood delays
acceptable.

Track markers Where necessary to ensure that

Where necessary to ensure that
direction is obvious except under
extreme conditions.

Low key. Track may be difficult to
follow in places.

in places.

rivers not normally safely fordable
<500 mm deep. Bridges OK to
minimise erosion . Log crossings,
cable bridges, flying foxes &
swing bridges acceptable . Some
fords may be flood-prone.
direction is obvious except under
extreme conditions.

Campsites Up to 12 tents, preferably

dispersed in groups of up to four
tents.

Up to 8 tents, preferably
Visibly impacted (long term) sites
dispersed in groups of two to four for up to four tents.
tents.
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T2
Signs Directional signposts at start of

track and junctions with tracks of
grade T3 or higher. Other signs
OK for management and safety
purposes.

Max party size Recommended max 13. Party
sizes of 6 or fewer will be
encouraged.

T3

T4

Directional signposts at start of
track and junctions with tracks of
grade T3 or higher. Other signs
OK for management and safety
purposes.

Limited signs and only for
management purposes.

Recommended max 8. Party
sizes of less than 6 will be
encouraged.

Recommended max 6. Party
sizes of four will be encouraged.

Publicity Generally no restrictions, but may Low-key publicity preferred.

Discouraged.

be discouraged.

Route guides Acceptable but consultation

Acceptable if sparsely written.
Consultation encouraged.

Discouraged

Guided tours Permitted but licences required

Permitted but licences required
and numbers of trips may be
restricted.

May be permitted.

encouraged.

and numbers of trips may be
restricted.

The Reserves Standards Framework
The Reserves Standards Framework (RSF) is a strategic planning mechanism developed by the
Parks and Wildlife Service to define and maintain acceptable levels of public risk and to establish
standards for the provision and maintenance of services and facilities throughout the park system
(PWS 2008). The RSF recognises that there is an unavoidable element of risk in all forms of outdoor
recreation, and aims to manage risk primarily by matching visitors’ skills and abilities with the level of
risk involved in a particular activity and location.
The RSF is defined by a system of zoning different to the overarching zoning scheme in the TWWHA
management plan. The main difference is that whereas the Plan zones cover wide areas, the RSF
zones apply only to developed sites (such as walking tracks and campsites) and their immediate
surroundings. In the case of walking tracks, the RSF zone extends just 10m to either side of the
centre of the track.
Three distinct RSF categories apply to walking tracks and related infrastructure in Arthur Ranges Selfreliant Recreation Zone and adjacent area. The major policy guidelines associated with these
categories and relevant to walking tracks and associated infrastructure are summarised in Table A12, below.
Table A1-2. RSF categories in the Arthur Ranges
Bushcamping Backcountry
(Basic)

Bushcamping Remote

Not managed for visitor
services

None

None

None

For environmental protection
only (e.g. camping platforms,
limited track hardening)

None
(Installed for environmental
protection purposes only)

None

Walking
tracks class

T3 – T4
(AS2156 class 4 - 5)

T4 – Route
(AS2156 class 5 – 6)

Generally none (i.e. class 6 or
Routes only)

Directional
signs

None – Limited
(strictly for management &
environmental purposes)

None – Limited
(strictly for management &
environmental purposes)

None

None - Basic

None

None

None – Minimal
(All infrastructure only for
environmental protection)

None

None

Disabled
access

Amenities

Huts &
shelters
Built
structures
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Bushcamping Backcountry
(Basic)

Bushcamping Remote

Not managed for visitor
services

None – Simple structure
(Installed for environmental
protection purposes only)

None
(Installed for environmental
protection purposes only)

None

Staff patrol &
inspections

Infrequent – Programmed

Infrequent

Infrequent

Hazard rating

Substantial - Severe

Severe

Severe

Toilets

Tracks and routes in the Arthur Ranges
The following table lists the track classes and RSF zoning for walking tracks within the Arthur Ranges.
Table A1-3. Track class and RSF zones within the Arthur Ranges
PWS track class

Hazard rating

RSF zone

Western Arthurs
(Moraine A to Lk Cygnus)

T2*

Severe

Bushcamping Backcountry (basic)

Western Arthurs
(Lk Cygnus to Moraine K)

T3

Severe

Bushcamping Backcountry (basic)

Western Arthurs
(Moraine K to Lk Rosanne)

T4

Severe

Bushcamping Remote

Mts Hesperus, Hayes,
Sirius & Orion

T4

Severe

Not managed for visitor services

West Portal

T4

Severe

Not managed for visitor services

Moraine E

R

Severe

Bushcamping Remote

Other W. Arthurs side
routes west of Moraine K

R

Severe

Not managed for visitor services

Western Arthurs side
routes east of Moraine K

R

Severe

Bushcamping Remote

Eastern Arthurs traverse
(Pass Ck to Cutting Camp)

T3

Severe

Bushcamping Backcountry (basic)

Hanging Lake

T3

Severe

Bushcamping Backcountry (basic)

Geeves Bluff

T4

Severe

Not managed for visitor services

Other Eastern Arthurs
side routes

R

Severe

Not managed for visitor services

*This track is the most accessible and highly-used part of the Arthur Ranges. Its classification was changed to T2
(from T3) as part of the BATR (2004) process to indicate the longer term management intent for the area, but is
inconsistent with the RSF zone. Until a practical plan to manage this area at a higher level is implemented, it is
appropriate to leave the RSF zone unchanged.
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Appendix 2

Survey & monitoring techniques & definitions of
parameters

Track monitoring
Two approaches have been utilised in the Arthur Ranges to collect data and inform walking track
managers. A system based on fixed “clustered-transect sites (Dixon et al. 2004), provides detailed
quantitative information on rates of change, and a distance-based sampling technique can be used for
assessing the condition of tracks over extended distances (Hawes et al. 2006).
Distance-based sampling
The distance-based sampling technique involves recording categorical measurements of various
impact parameters at regular spatial intervals along a track. This approach was developed and trialed
over several years and shown to be accurate at a 95% confidence level to within ± 10% (Hawes et al
2006).
Data was recorded using a weather-proof Trimble Juno GPS-enabled personal digital assistant
running GBM Mobile software. The system was programmed to emit an audible signal each time the
observer progressed 50 metres along the track.
As this system measures the sample spacing in two dimensions, rather than along the actual ground,
one might expect a possible sampling bias in hilly terrain, with steeper slopes under represented.
Trials of the system elsewhere indicated this effect was not significant (Hawes et al 2006) but, if there
was going to be an area where such a sampling bias may occur, the steep terrain with frequent slope
changes that characterise parts of the Western Arthur Range is likely to be it. However, under
representation of steeper sites (which often display higher levels of erosion, lower levels of stability
and perhaps water-flow related issues) would result in a slightly more conservative picture of
conditions in the range, so this is not considered a significant issue.
Clustered transect monitoring sites
The technique involves measuring track impact indicators at permanently marked and widely
dispersed sites, each clustered transect site comprising ten transects located at 2-metre intervals
(Dixon et al 2004). Repeat measurements provide detailed quantitative information on rates of
change.
Past analyses of monitoring data suggest that changes in the values of these variables at individual
clustered transect sites can generally be considered statistically significant (95% confidence level) if
they exceed 2 cm for D or 5 cm for WFV and WT. While a 1999 comparison of experienced observers
indicated that D and widths could be measured more precisely than this, for consistency with previous
monitoring reports, the more conservative figures are used in this report.
Where data from several clustered transect monitoring sites has been combined (e.g. for sites of
similar Type within a given track section), the minimum statistically significant change in the average
value is approximately 2 cm (for D) or 5 cm (for widths) divided by the square root of the number of
monitoring sites.
Indicators
Track monitoring indicators and their relevant abbreviations, summarised below, are as defined in the
Guide to the Track Monitoring Form and Database (1995) and Dixon et al. (2004).
D (Maximum depth) – Mean maximum depth within the monitoring site transect strip, derived by
averaging the maximum depth measured across each transect (usually ten) within the transect
strip.
WFV (Width free of vegetation) – Mean width both trampled and free of living vegetation, derived
by averaging the length of WFVs measured across each transect (usually ten) within the transect
strip.
WT (Total Width) – Mean total width of ground, vegetation etc. both directly and indirectly affected
by trampling, derived by averaging the length of WTs measured across each transect (usually ten)
within the transect strip.
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Types
Environmental data collected at monitoring sites that have not been improved (hardened or PEC
measures installed) nor comprise naturally-robust rock surfaces can be “typed”. This is an approach
developed by Dixon et al (2004) to provide an indication of the likely long term stability of such sites;
Type 1 sites are considered relatively stable, Type 4 sites highly unstable and erodible. Each Type
corresponds to a defined range of environmental and siting variables and exhibits a characteristic
range of impacts (Dixon et al. 2004). There are five possible Types to which each monitoring site may
correspond. They are:
Type 4 (erosion prone) sites correspond to steep tracks, with peat, gravel or mineral soil
substrates. Drainage may include water flow.
Type 3 (moderately erodible) sites are generally either moderate slope and not prone to water flow
or, where water flow does occur, the slope is low.
Type 2 (moderately stable) sites are generally either low slope and not prone to water flow or,
where water flow does occur, the substrate contains a high proportion of woody roots.
Type 1 (meta-stable) sites have low slope and a substrate with a high proportion of woody roots.
Type B (boggy) sites correspond to sites with low slope and poor drainage.
Monitoring of pad development and broad-scale trampling
The extent of a number of pads or tracks on side routes, around camping areas, etc. was initially
defined from perusal of large scale (1:5000) aerial photography of selected parts of the Arthur
Ranges. Photography was obtained in 1995-96 and repeated for some areas in 2000, after which
funding to undertake such photo monitoring was unavailable.
Ground checking of many pad localities was undertaken both to confirm (or otherwise) the level of
pad/track development and to further calibrate the aerial monitoring system with respect to what
vegetation types in which it is possible to discern pad development. During ground inspections, of
both areas covered by aerial photography and other pad localities, a GPS unit was used to delineate
the pad with sections allocated a categorical indication of its level of development (light, welldeveloped, track, etc). This GPS-based approach has been used subsequently to monitor the extent
of pad development at selected sites.
Pads can be formed and used by both walkers and wildlife and, in many cases, it is probably rare that
it is solely one or the other. In the case of the pads described herein, there is adequate evidence to
indicate that most are primarily used by, and therefore have probably been largely created by, walker
trampling. Such evidence includes the fact that the pads occur along known or likely side routes (to
peaks, for example), the presence of boot prints and route marking (cairns) and the style of local
impact (e.g. soil gouging, vegetation damage).
The fan-out monitoring technique was designed to monitor impacts across broad tracts of open
terrain, in particular areas where a “fan-out” strategy was being promoted. The technique involves
measurement of established transects oriented perpendicular to the direction in which it is assumed
likely that most people walk. Each square metre along these transects is assigned one of three
categorical impact values (see Appendix 3) and the proportions of each transect in the various impact
categories calculated. The derived percentages are only considered accurate to within 10% due to
limitations of the technique.
The working definitions of what constitutes a track or pad are as follows:
Pad
Any section of an access corridor where trampling has resulted in a continuous strip of visibly
impacted vegetation but has not yet resulted in the development of a track (qv.). For the purposes
of this definition the continuous strip of impacted vegetation must be visible either from the air (e.g.
on aerial photographs) or from the ground, though not necessarily both.
Track
Any section of an access corridor where trampling has resulted in a continuous strip of visibly
impacted ground (i.e. bare soil or litter) whose trampled surface includes a vegetation-free strip of
average width at least 25 cm (i.e. WFV >= 25 cm). For the purposes of this definition:
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Average width of ground free of vegetation is to be assessed by measuring WFV at two metre
intervals over 18 metres of the pad/track in question (e.g. at established monitoring sites), or over
the entire length of a pad/track that is less than 18 metres long.

Campsite monitoring
A campsite is an area on which camping and associated activities are undertaken. It includes both the
actual tent sites as well as social gathering areas. Specifically, the practical considerations of
measurement and monitoring largely guide the in-field definition of what constitutes a campsite. For
example, several adjacent clearings all used for camping and separated by dense vegetation may be
best considered as separate campsites because they are all likely to require separate measurement,
photography etc in any case. Also, two adjacent areas could easily undergo different styles and rates
of camping-induced changes and recording them as separate campsites better facilitates the
monitoring of such changes. Hence, in one camping area there may be a large number of campsites.
Campsite boundary
The campsite boundary may be defined, on the ground, in a number of ways, none of which are
mutually exclusive. Boundary indicators include pronounced changes in vegetation cover,
composition or disturbance, topography, scuffing or removal of litter and soil exposure. Marion (1991)
provides a useful series of photographs illustrating campsite boundary types. There may be areas
adjacent to a particular impacted campsite where camping is also possible. However, unless there are
physical indications or other information that it is actually used for camping, such an area should not
be included in the defined campsite.
CampsiteID
This is a unique code, of the form C-xxx-yyy-00, generated for each campsite in the database. The
component xxx generally indicates the geographic region and yyy the camping area location.
Condition Class
Condition class systems (Frissell 1978, Marion 1991) consist of several statements, linked to a code
that describes increasing levels of campsite impact. They provide a quick and useful, albeit fairly
broad, indication of campsite condition. However, it should be acknowledged that they are the most
subjective of impact indicators because the evaluator is examining multiple impact factors (which may
not co-vary) simultaneously (Monz & Twardock 2010). Hence, while simplifying data collection and
analysis, the use of such impact indices typically results in a loss of data richness (Gettinger &
Krumpe 1998). Nevertheless, the condition class approach remains a useful in situations where there
is a need for rapid assessment (Monz & Twardock 2010).
The system used here comprises six condition classes, defined as follows:
0 Campsite is barely distinguishable. There is no physical damage and minimal disturbance of
organic litter.
1 Campsite is visually distinguishable but has minimal physical damage. Ground vegetation may
be flattened but not permanently injured. Minimal disturbance of organic litter.
2 Campsite obvious. Ground vegetation worn away and/or organic litter pulverised on primary
use area (perhaps up to 25% of the site).
3 Ground vegetation lost and/or organic litter pulverised on most of campsite (say 25-75%). Litter
may still be present in many areas. Bare soil exposed in primary use areas, but little or no soil
erosion.
4 Near total loss of vegetation and/or organic litter. Bare soil obvious and extensive (say >75% of
site). Some soil erosion may be apparent (eg tree roots exposed on surface).
5 Bare soil or rock over most of campsite and obvious soil erosion (i.e. obvious soil loss,
exposure of tree roots, coarse particles or bare rock), perhaps over >25% of site.
Estimated number of tent sites
The estimated number of usable tent sites figure is intended to provide a general impression of the
effective size of the campsite. It is determined by visually estimating how many tents could be
properly pitched on the site without excessive crowding or necessitating use of any sloping, seriously
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eroded, rocky or swampy areas. The standard tent, in terms of shape and ground area occupied, has
been assumed to be a Macpac Olympus, Minaret or similar 2-person style of tent.
Over time, an increase in the number of tent sites could indicate campsite expansion. A decrease in
the number of tent sites could indicate either vegetation encroachment (suggesting campsite
recovery) or, conversely, that serious degradation has occurred (e.g. soil erosion, development of
boggy areas) which precludes camping on parts of the pre-existing campsite. Given this, and its
subjective, imprecise nature, the estimated number of tent sites figure alone should not be used for
monitoring purposes.
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increase
e in categorie
es 2 and 3 te
errain in the chart
c
below. Since 2000, the fan-out area
a
has bee
en
closed a
and a track th
hrough the area hardened where neccessary. Hence, the moniitoring transe
ects
below ha
ave been abandoned sin
nce 2002.

The abovve chart summ
marises data from
fr
six separa
rate transects with a combin
ned length of 229
2 metres. Da
ata labels
indicate the
t number off square metre
es along transe
ects in the parrticular impactt category.
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Figure A
A3-2: Fan-ou
ut monitorin
ng results frrom Lake Ob
beron moorrland, 1995-2
2014
By 1996
6, hardened campsites
c
ha
ad been consstructed at Lake Oberon (in the Westtern Arthur Range)
R
and a single access route defined and hardened. Walkerss then had litttle need to traverse
t
the sensitive
adjacentt alpine moorland. The monitoring
m
tra
ansects below
w record cha
anges since that
t
time.

The ab
bove chart summarises datta from four se
eparate transe
ects with a com
mbined length of 141 metress. Data
labels indica
ate the numberr of square me
etres along tra
ansects in the particular imp
pact category.

Figure A
A3-3: Fan-ou
ut monitorin
ng results frrom Goon Moor
M
fan-outt area, 1995--2009
In 1994, walkers werre encourage
ed to fan-outt when traverrsing and ascending from
m Goon Moor (on the
main Ea
and contain
astern Arthur Range trave
erse route), an
a attempt to
o limit track development
d
trampling impacts wiithin accepta
able limits. Th
his strategy continues
c
at this site, alth
hough the fan-out
markerss have been relocated
r
a couple
c
of times in an effo
ort to preventt any concen
ntration of tra
ampling
impacts.. The chart below
b
indicates no significcant change in the variou
us impact categories ove
er time
(data fro
om 2005 has a greater de
egree of unce
ertainty due to extreme weather
w
cond
ditions, and extreme
e
weatherr conditions prevented
p
the
e monitoring sites being remeasured in 2014).

The ab
bove chart summarises datta from four se
eparate transe
ects with a com
mbined length of 121 metress. Data
labels indica
ate the numberr of square me
etres along tra
ansects in the particular imp
pact category.
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Figure A
A3-4: Fan-ou
ut monitorin
ng results frrom Thwaite
es Plateau fan-out
fa
areas
s, 1995-2000
0
In 1994, walkers werre encourage
ed to fan-outt when traverrsing both Lo
ower and Up
pper Thwaitess
i the Easterrn Arthur Ran
nge). This wa
as an attemp
pt to minimise track
Plateau (near Federation Peak, in
ontain trampliing impacts within
w
acceptable limits, at
a least until an alternativve
development and co
ement strateg
gy could be im
mplemented. Impacts co
ontinued to esscalate throu
ugh the late 1990s,
1
manage
although
h not necessarily at the m
monitoring sittes. The com
mbined data for
f sites at Upper Thwaite
es
Plateau show some increase in categories
c
2 and 3 terrain
n (see below
w) but no sign
nificant chang
ges
ower Thwaite
es Plateau sites. Since 20
000, the fan--out areas ha
ave been closed and
were noted at the Lo
hrough the area hardened where neccessary. Hence, the moniitoring transe
ects
a continuous track th
ave been abandoned sin
nce 2002.
below ha

The above
a
chart su
ummarises datta from five se
eparate transe
ects with a com
mbined length of 115 metress. Data
labels indica
ate the numberr of square me
etres along tra
ansects in the particular imp
pact category.

The above
a
chart su
ummarises datta from five se
eparate transe
ects with a com
mbined length of 147 metress. Data
labels indica
ate the numberr of square me
etres along tra
ansects in the particular imp
pact category.
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Figure A
A3-5: Fan-ou
ut monitorin
ng results frrom Thwaite
es Plateau campsite
c
acc
cess fan-ou
ut area,
1995-20
014
In 1994 (at the same
e time the ab
bove fan-out areas were e
established),, walkers were also enco
ouraged
to fan-ou
ut when trave
ersing the alpine moorlan
nd approaching Thwaitess Plateau cam
mpsite (nearr
Federatiion Peak, in the Eastern Arthur Range). This moo
orland was not seriously impacted
i
at that time
(i.e. no ccategory 3 te
errain or evid
dence of track developme
ent), and con
nditions impro
oved (increase in
non-imp
pacted catego
ory 1 terrain)) during the late 1990s. There
T
has be
een no significant addition
nal
change. In recent ye
ears, inferred
d reduced use
e of the cam
mpsite (see p.. 17) and trav
verses of thiss part of
ge generally (see
(
p. 48) may
m also havve been a facctor.
the rang

The abo
ove chart displa
ays data from
m a single transsect with a len
ngth of 33 mettres. Data labe
els indicate the
e number
o square mettres along the transect in the
of
e particular im
mpact category
y.
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Appendix 4

Pad development on Routes

Monitoring of the extent and condition of pad development on various access corridors has utilised
high resolution aerial photography, on-ground GPS mapping and some clustered transect monitoring
sites (see p. 32-33 & Appendix 2).
Pads, often extensive and well-established, occur on many R-classified side routes in the Arthur
Ranges. In some cases this is due to a former higher level of use of the relevant access corridor.
Current management as Routes means use of such access corridors is now discouraged, although
this strategy is not always reflected in non-PWS publications.
Lake Fortuna
A well-developed 260m pad or track accesses a former campsite on moorland northeast of Lake
Fortuna. Use the campsite has been discouraged (successfully) since the late 1990s, although
Chapman (2008) continues to promote the route. This alpine area was partly burnt in a 2013 wildfire
and, as a result, this pad/track is now much more apparent to passing walkers.
The condition of the direct route below Mt Hesperus has changed little since the 1990s although the
steeper lower part remains gouged and eroded. A 440m pad, duplicated in part, east from the Fortuna
moorland towards Capella Crags, well-developed albeit stable through 1994-2004, has now largely
disappeared (although this section was not burnt in 2013).
Ridge south and west of Lake Fortuna
The extent of aerially-visible pad on the ridge crest above and south of Lake Fortuna decreased
between 1995 and 2000, with only a 65m or so section on the ridge south of Lake Fortuna remaining
clearly aerially-visible. The pad is remote from areas used currently by walkers and so likely to be old,
perhaps dating from when camping at Lake Fortuna (now discouraged) was more common, and
maybe now unused. In 2004, the short pad remained well-developed (WT=38cm at monitoring site)
and locally eroded.
Procyon Peak
Comparison of aerial photographs suggests the extent of pad development on the route up Procyon
Peak increased between 1995 and 2000. A February 2000 ground inspection confirmed the presence
of an extensive pad on the 580m side route to Procyon Peak; overall a pad existed on up to 70% of
the western ascent route to Procyon Peak from the main traverse track, including a virtually
continuous 200+m section. In 2014, a pad was recorded on >80% of the side route (although, given
the recoding technique, the difference from 2000 may not be significant). It is mostly well-developed,
except for rocky or fjaeldmark areas. The pad is generally bare, and is locally gouged, but doesn’t
become obvious until 60m or so upslope from the main traverse track due to the rocky nature of the
terrain in the saddle west of Procyon Peak.
Moraine E
The Moraine E route comprises a 2.6km ridge crest descent from Mt Orion and contiguous 2.8km
traverse of the Arthur Plains to near Junction Creek. Use of Moraine E has been discouraged since
the mid-1990s, and the upgrading of the main traverse route west of Lk Cygnus (making short return
trips via Moraine A more attractive) has also contributed to the decline in use of Moraine E. Due to
past heavy use, a continuous track or pad exists on the moraine with significant erosion (>35cm) on
the upper (below Mt Orion) and lower sections. Widening was recorded at on the upper section during
1994-98 and deepening at one clustered transect monitoring site (see Appendix 2) on the lower
section during 1994-2004.
The 2007 wildfire extensively burnt the Arthur Plains and lower part of Moraine E, with subsequent
treefall and regrowth partially obscuring the walking route. By 2014, the route across the plains to
Moraine E had become vague and difficult to follow in many places.
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Ridge south of Mt Pegasus
Several short (<40m) sections of pad on the ridge to “Mt Pegasus South” are evident on the 1995
aerial photographs and a ground inspection in 1996 confirmed their existence. They do not appear
notably different in extent on the 2000 photographs.
Dorado Peak
Ground observations during late 1996 noted short sections of pad on the 650m Dorado Peak side
route, mainly where the ridge narrows notably.
Mt Aldebaran
A preliminary field inspection in 1995 noted a distinct pad (bare in places, gouged on steeper
sections, with trampled vegetation elsewhere) existed on the first 200m or so of the 940m Mt
Aldebaran side route.
A full-length ground inspection in February 2000 noted a distinct pad on 20-25% of the Mt Aldebaran
side route overall, but that a further 25-50% of the route traversed rock (and so is not susceptible to
pad development). The pad is most extensive at the western end of the route, with a 300m section
traversing the first knoll on the ridge towards Mt Aldebaran. The pad here is locally bare and gouged
or eroded on the frequent very steep areas. WT at the single clustered transect monitoring site (see
Appendix 2) is 40cm, with no change in any parameter during 2000-11. Short sections of light pad
also occur in scrub on the descent east from the first (northwest) summit, and on parts of the ascent
to the higher southeastern summit of Mt Aldebaran.
Carina Peak
No obvious pad development on the 540m Carina Peak side route (from above Promontory Lake) is
evident on either the 1995 or 2000 aerial photographs, except for short possible pad sections near the
summit. Much of the steeper part of the ascent route is broken and rocky so pads may be unlikely to
develop or not be aerially-apparent. A ground inspection in 2007 noted some short pad segments of
indeterminate origin.
Mt Canopus
The 1995 and 2000 aerial photographs indicated the presence of a very light pad, some 100-150m in
length near the west end of the 1.3km route. No pad is evident further east, towards Mt Canopus
proper. A ground inspection in February 2000 confirmed the presence of a very light pad, with the
location of the pad (on the logical walking route) and an old cairn suggesting walker use has occurred,
but there was no evidence of recent impacts.
Upper Seven Mile Creek
A direct route to the base of Moraine K exists from the Arthur Plains track, 5km west of the Seven
Mile Creek crossing, traversing 2.9km across the upper reaches of the Seven Mile Creek catchment
before climbing to lower Moraine K. The 1995 Track Management Plan noted, “there is no track on
this route … however a trampled pad, locally bare, exists through part of both scrubby creek
crossings and climbs the slope for 100m or so south of the southern tributary of Seven Mile Creek”.
Some “track”-like sections of this route displayed minor local gouging by 2007, and the overall extent
of pad development may have expanded. The situation remained similar in 2014.
Sections of the pad appear more visually-evident since the 2007 wildfire (including from Moraine K
above, which may encourage use).
Lucifer Ridge
The 1996 aerial photographs indicated a pad, with some short local branching, extended over about
90% of Lucifer Ridge, between Pass Creek and the ridge crest above Lake Rosanne. It was
duplicated for 150m at the Pass Creek end.
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A ground inspection in February 2000 confirmed the existence of an essentially continuous (90-95%
of the section) pad or track on the 3.23km route, with local erosion and gouging on steeper sections.
Probably at least 50% of the pad could be considered a “track” (see Appendix 2 for definition).
Vegetation loss due to the 2007 wildfire (which burnt all of Lucifer Ridge) has rendered the route
altogether more open and removed the need to follow a single route though scrub on the lower
section of the ridge. As a result, use of the ridge may now be more dispersed (as well as less overall;
see p. 15-16), and no change has been observed at a clustered-transect monitoring site on the upper
part of the ridge since 2007.
Despite the extent of historic pad development on this route, and publicity (Chapman 2008, Tasmap
1:25,000 Glovers sheet) contrary to the guidelines for the Route classification (PWS 2014), it is
considered desirable to continue to manage Lucifer Ridge as a Route, although BATR (2004)
recommended the corridor be reclassified as T4.
The Dial
Short sections of pad (<25-30m) in alpine heath and herbfield areas on the lower part of the 180m
ascent towards the Dial from Stuart Saddle were noted during a 2000 field inspection. This seemed
similar to 1995, when it was noted that, “a narrow trampled pad exists at the start of the ascent from
Stuart Saddle but soon peters out” (Dixon 1995). A single clustered transect monitoring site (see
Appendix 2) has recorded progressively increasing impacts during 2000-14, with the monitored
segment now a “track” rather than the “pad” it was in 2000. The upper part of the ascent is rather
more rocky and scrubby and so trampling impacts are much less evident.
The Needles
A short light pad (trampled vegetation only) was noted extending just past the informal campsite
immediately north of TUMC Saddle in 1995. The extent and condition of the pad appeared much the
same in January 2000. The pad is likely to be used merely for access to this little-used campsite and
the nearby view.
Forest Chute and Rock Slide
The Rock Slide and Forest Chute comprise a long-standing lower level route between Bechervaise
Plateau and Thwaites Plateau. In 1996, a few short sections of pad occurred in scrub adjacent to the
Rock Slide but no convincing pads occurred in the rainforest near the northern lakes or in the Forest
Chute.
A former track descends from below the Devils Thumb to the top of the Forest Chute. Part of this
descent route (near top) is significantly eroded (from pre-1994) but no significant change has
occurred during 1994-2009. The pad accessing this descent from the main Thwaites Plateau track
has narrowed somewhat since the early 2000s, consistent with other observations suggesting little
use in recent years.
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Appendix 5

Location & condition of campsites

The following tables summarise the location, size (in terms of usable tent sites) and condition of
campsites recorded in the Arthur Ranges as at January 2014 (includes both current and
disused/inactive sites). See Appendix 2 for definition of terms.
Table A5-1: Number of campsites, by Condition Class, at Western Arthur Range camping areas
Area

Condition Class
0

1

2

3

4

1

1

Total no.
of
campsites

Est. total
no. usable
tent sites

2

3

0

0

3

8

4

8

4

5

6

1*

1

5

4

4

4

1

5

6

1

8

13

2

3

5

H

Moraine A to K
Moraine A base
Lake Fortuna

(2)

(1)

Lake Cygnus

(1)

Square Lake
Lake Oberon

(6)

(1)

2

2

(2)

2(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

High Moor
Haven Lake

3

1

(1)

Moraine K to Lk Rosanne
Lakes Vesta &
Juno
Promontory Lk

2
1

Lake Rosanne

2

2

3

1

(1)

(1)

1

1

Numbers in brackets in the above table indicate the number of campsites, of a given Condition Class, that
are closed (explicitly or implicitly) or disused.
* At High Moor, the single hardened campsite comprises two large conjoined platforms.

Table A5-2: Number of campsites, by Condition Class, at Eastern Arthur Range camping areas
Area

Condition Class
0

Pass Creek

1

(1)

Stuart Saddle

Cutting Camp

1

1

4

(1)

Thwaites Plat.*

Bechervaise Pl.

3

5

(1)

Goon Moor

Hanging Lake

2

(2)

(1)
1

1

(2)

(1)

(1)

1

(2)
(1)

1

1

Total no.
of
campsites

Est. total
no. usable
tent sites

2

7

1

1

3

1

1

4

2

9*

1

1

4

1

2

3-4

2

6

H

Numbers in brackets in Table 5 indicate the number of campsites, of a given Condition Class, that are closed
(explicitly or implicitly) or disused.
* The large Thwaites Plateau – Scoparia Camp is recorded as a single campsite but comprises number of
spatially separate tentsites. Some of the actual tent sites within this large campsite appear disused.
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The tables on the following pages provide additional detail regarding the location of individual
campsites as well as comparisons over time.
The comparisons over time for the various campsites area have generally been derived by
comparison of condition class data and photographs from the beginning and end of the relevant
period, with some additional qualitative information in some cases.
Campsite “change” generally involves a change in either the area or surface condition (vegetation
cover, soil erosion) of the campsite, or both. An increase in area, expansion of site boundaries,
decrease in vegetation cover or increase in soil erosion are all considered to indicate deterioration of
the campsite.
The changes in the condition of various campsites, observed over monitoring periods of differing
duration, are summarised in the following table (a blank cell in the table indicates that historic data is
not available for this period). The categories of absolute change used in the following table are
relatively arbitrary but nevertheless indicative. In general, a ‘major’ change involves a change in
condition class supported by obvious visual indications of change in ground vegetation cover and/or
soil condition. A ‘slight’ change may involve a change in vegetation cover insufficient to alter the
condition class, or perhaps evidence of peripheral impacts such as trampling.
Categories of Absolute Change in the following tables
Major improvement
Slight improvement
No change
Slight deterioration
Major deterioration

Notes for the following tables:


Campsites considered disused in 2014 are noted in italics.



Where campsite is “not inspected” since 2007; the indicated Condition Class dates from this
time.
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Lake Cygnus

C-WAR-CYG-03

Square Lake

Lake Oberon

Lake Oberon

Lake Oberon

Lake Oberon

Lake Oberon

Lake Oberon

Lake Oberon

Lake Oberon

C-WAR-OBE-04

C-WAR-OBE-09

C-WAR-OBE-10

C-WAR-OBE-14

C-WAR-OBE-15

C-WAR-OBE-01

C-WAR-OBE-03

C-WAR-OBE-08

C-WAR-SQU-08

Lake Oberon

Square Lake

C-WAR-SQU-02

C-WAR-OBE-05

Square Lake

C-WAR-SQU-10

C-WAR-SQU-03

Square Lake

Square Lake

C-WAR-SQU-01

Square Lake

Lake Cygnus

C-WAR-CYG-01

C-WAR-SQU-04

Lake Cygnus

C-WAR-CYG-04

Square Lake

Lake Cygnus

C-WAR-CYG-05

Square Lake

Lake Fortuna

C-WAR-FOR-02

C-WAR-SQU-09

Lake Fortuna

C-WAR-FOR-01

C-WAR-SQU-05

Lake Fortuna

C-WAR-FOR-03

Lake Cygnus

Moraine A

C-WAR-MOA-03

Square Lake

Moraine A

C-WAR-MOA-04

C-WAR-SQU-07

Moraine A

C-WAR-CYG-06

Moraine A

C-WAR-MOA-01

General location

C-WAR-MOA-02

Campsite ID

Scrub site east

Third Platform
Central east scrub camp
(platform)
Erratic campsite satellite east

Second Platform

West scrub camp (platform)

Scrub site far west

Erratic campsite

Erratic campsite satellite west

Lakeside East

Trackside Crest

Lakeside Centre

Crest

Cave Camp

Lakeside South West (1)

Outlet

Lakeside South West (2 & 3)

Procyon Shelf Camp

Southeast Platform

Peninsula

Lakeside

West (main hardened site)

Northwest platform

North (main site)

Lake Camp

South

Crest Camp

Ridge Camp

Base (B)

Base (A)

Specific location

440563

440537

440533

440522

440521

440514

440507

440507

440471

439950

439945

439912

439910

439878

439874

439865

439848

439833

437879

437874

437803

437801

437769

437286

437229

437208

436979

437394

438813

438795

Easting

Western Arthur Range: campsite condition and changes over time
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5222585

5222700

5222614

5222626

5222626

5222647

5222662

5222705

5222710

5223119

5223080

5223159

5223113

5223225

5223159

5223202

5223146

5223308

5224547

5224460

5224536

5224571

5224570

5225255

5225097

5225142

5226407

5226502

5227040

5227041

Northing

Closed

Closed

Open

Open

Open

Open

Closed

Closed

Closed

Disused

Open

Disused

Open

Open

Disused?

Open

Disused

Open

Open

Closed

Closed

Open

Open

Disused

Disused

Disused

Open

Disused

Open

Open

Site
status
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0

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

0

2

1

0

0

6

2

2

2

1

1

1

2

Est.
current #
tentsites
1

1

0

H

H

H

H

2

4

0

4

2

3

1

4

4

1

3

2

H

4

2

H

H

2

0

0

3

4

4

Current
Condition
class
3

Hardened

Hardened

Hardened

Hardened

Hardened

Hardened

Hardened

Absolute
change
1992/95-2000

Hard

Hard

Hard

Hard

Not inspected

Hard

Hard

Hard

Absolute
change
2000-2007

Hard

Hard

Hard

Hard

Hard

Hard

Hard

Absolute
change
2007-2014

Beggary Bumps

Haven Lake

Haven Lake

Haven Lake

Haven Lake

Haven Lake

Lake Sirona

Lake Vesta

Lake Vesta

Lake Vesta

Lake Juno

Lake Juno

Promontory Lake

Promontory Lake

Promontory Lake

Promontory Lake

Promontory Lake

Promontory Lake

C-WAR-HAV-02

C-WAR-HAV-05

C-WAR-HAV-04

C-WAR-HAV-03

C-WAR-HAV-01

C-WAR-SIR-01

C-WAR-VES-01

C-WAR-VES-02

C-WAR-VES-03

C-WAR-JUN-02

C-WAR-JUN-01

C-WAR-PRL-02

C-WAR-PRL-01

C-WAR-PRL-09

C-WAR-PRL-07

C-WAR-PRL-03

C-WAR-PRL-08

High Moor

C-WAR-HIG-01

C-WAR-BEG-01

High Moor

C-WAR-HIG-02

Beggary Bumps

Mt Pegasus

C-WAR-PEG-01

C-WAR-BEG-03

Lake Oberon

C-WAR-OBE-06

High Moor

Lake Oberon

C-WAR-OBE-12

Beggary Bumps

Lake Oberon

C-WAR-OBE-13

C-WAR-BEG-02

Lake Oberon

C-WAR-OBE-02

C-WAR-HIG-03

Lake Oberon

Lake Oberon

C-WAR-OBE-11

General location

C-WAR-OBE-07

Campsite ID

Promontory crest

Promontory

Southeast alcove

Promontory west

South (main campsite)

West

Trackside North

Lakeview

Outlet

Trackside

North

Sirona Moor

Southwest
Main (lake basin) site southwest
Main (lake basin) site northwest
Main (lake basin) site - upper
east
Main (lake basin) site - east

Saddle west of Mt Taurus

Second last saddle

Second saddle

North East

Northwest

Erratic sites (platforms)

Summit

Lakeside

Moorland East

Moorland South

Central moorland

Rock rib north

Rock rib north satellite

Specific location

448257

448225

448220

448216

448212

447810

447382

447380

447193

447191

447131

446142

445946

445943

445920

445914

445753

444720

444544

444163

443136

443062

443050

441274

440615

440614

440610

440588

440579

440566

Easting
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5220603

5220572

5220454

5220601

5220464

5220835

5221018

5220998

5220981

5221007

5221053

5220849

5219978

5219978

5219985

5219965

5219933

5219850

5220053

5220544

5220689

5220685

5220628

5222411

5222576

5222641

5222595

5222617

5222599

5222597

Northing

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Closed

Open

Open

Open

Closed

Closed

Open

Open

Open

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Site
status
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2

1

1

2

2

3

2

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

0

5

1

2

0

Est.
current #
tentsites

2

2

3

0

5

1

2

2

4

4

5

0

H

H

H

H

4

1

1

1

3

2

H

2

5

0

0

0

3

Current
Condition
class
0

Not inspected

Hardened

Hardened

Hardened

Hardened

Not inspected

Not inspected

Not inspected

Absolute
change
1992/95-2000

Not inspected

Not inspected

Hard

Hard

Hard

Hard

Not inspected

Hardened

Not inspected

Absolute
change
2000-2007

Hard

Hard

Hard

Hard

Hard

Absolute
change
2007-2014

Promontory Lake

Lake Rosanne

Lake Rosanne

Lake Rosanne

Lake Rosanne

C-WAR-ROS-04

C-WAR-ROS-01

C-WAR-ROS-03

C-WAR-ROS-02

Erratic North

Erratic

Beach West

Lakeside Far West
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Appendix 6

Comparative campsite photos

Due to the nature and duration of the monitoring program, with different observers in some cases,
campsite photos have not always been directly comparable (i.e. taken from exactly the same location
with the same lens focal length etc). Neverthless, adequate comparisons can still generally be made
from which to discern the nature of any changes, as the following images exemplify.

Western Arthur Range
Hardened campsites
Degraded campsites at several major camping areas in the Western Arthur Range have been
hardened, most recently at High Moor (in 2002). Resultant camping use has been concentrated on
these sites and provided an opportunity for some recovery of camping-associated impacts elsewhere.
High Moor; before & after construction, 2002

Unimproved campsites
All campsites in the Western Arthur Range beyond Moraine K remain unimproved, and active
deterioration of campsites has been occurring in this low-use section of the range.
Lake Vesta; 2000 (left) vs 2011 (right)
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Lake Rosanne; 1992 (left) vs 2002 (centre) vs 2014 (right)

At Square Lake, in the higher-use western section of the Western Arthur Range, an unimproved
campsite significantly degraded before and during the 1990s then fell into presumed-disuse by the
early 2000s and some subsequent revegetation has been observed.
Square Lake; 1992 (left) vs 2014 (right)

Closed campsites
At High Moor, serious campsite degradation by the 1990s had led to increased use of nearby alpine
moorland and the start of degradation of this site. The latter site was closed in 2002, when platforms
were constructed on the original degraded site (see below), and some revegetation has since
occurred.
High Moor; 2002 (left) vs 2014 (right)
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Seriously impacted campsites at Lakes Cygnus and Oberon were closed soon after construction of
tent platforms in 1993-95. Some minor use of the Lake Cygnus site continued, at least until the early
2000s, but the Lake Oberon site was covered with jute matting and explicitly signed as closed.
However, in neither case has significant revegetation yet occurred, despite the passage of more than
twenty years.
Lake Cygnus; 1995 (left) vs 2014 (right)

Lake Oberon; 1992 (left) vs 2014 (right)
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Eastern Arthur Range
Hardened campsites
Degraded campsites at several major camping areas in the Eastern Arthur Range have been
hardened, most recently at Bechervaise Plateau (in 2000). Resultant camping use has been
concentrated on these sites and provided an opportunity for some recovery of camping-associated
impacts elsewhere.
Upper Bechervaise Plateau; 1995 (left) vs 2014 (right)

Closed campsites
Many campsites at Hanging Lake were seriously
degraded by the 1990s and camping on the sensitive
alpine heath beside the lake had become more
common as a result, with resultant developing
impacts. Platforms were constructed on the degraded
sites in 1999 and camping beside the lake strongly
discouraged.
Hanging Lake; 1992 (right) vs 2002 (below) vs 2014
(below right)
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Unimproved campsites
Most unimproved campsites in the Eastern Arthur Range are minor or appear to receive little use.
Thwaites Plateau is the only exception; this topographically-constrained and apparently-robust site
containing a number of individual tent sites, has changed little over more than twenty years, although
use has likely also declined in recent years.
Thwaites Plateau; 1992 (left) vs 2009 (right)

The old Lower Bechervaise Plateau campsite was degraded well before the 1990s. It had become
apparently little-used by the late 1990s and particularly so since the construction of platforms there in
2000 (see previously). Despite such disuse, and the presence of soil cover, revegetation has been
slight.
Lower Bechervaise Plateau; 1992 (left) vs 2014 (right)
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Appendix 7

Infrastructure photo gallery

The following images exemplify the style of track and campsite infrastructure constructed in the Arthur
Ranges during the 1994-2006 period (see p. 19-22).
Campsite infrastructure

Toilets (full capture, fly-out)

Water supply infrastructure (capture and storage)
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Stonework

Planking

Steps
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Priority Erosion Control (PEC)

Management signage
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9.

MAPS

1. Western Arthur Range – zoning, tracks, campsites & monitoring sites
2. Eastern Arthur Range – zoning, tracks, campsites & monitoring sites
3. Western Arthur Range – track Typing
4. Western Arthur Range – track depths at distance-sampled sites
5. Western Arthur Range – track widths at distance-sampled sites
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